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By Shan-san Wu .

News Editor
Protesters from CUNY joined forces with
the Rev. Jesse Jackson, the Rev. Al Sharpton
and hundreds of demonstrators to .show their
support for the community in the ongoing
protest against police brutality outside of
NYPD headquarters in Lower Manhattan on
Friday, March 26.
Carrying signs reading - "Books. not
Bullets," and chanting "CUNY against police
brutality," the approximately 70-strong CUNY
contingent assembled one block away from the
official protest site to receive last minute
instructions on peaceful arrest procedures
before marching en-masse to join the demonstration at the entranceway of One Police
PI~ 30 minutes after its official start at noon .
. Many other CUNY demonstrators looked on as
e marc e , many weanng caps an
were joined by scores of other protesters intent
onaJJowin,g themselves to be arrested on

"

is

Charles Liend, Queens College, says "CUNY here because of oppression," at the Diallo protest, One
Police Plaza, on March 26. (Photo/Julie Mae Dojillo)

. tno.se---~--··· .--_.

en10nstiating wereltaruc1iracti~memoerS'---~--_ . ' Dr. Cecelia McCall of the English Department
and professor Bridgett Davis of the journalism
department.
The demonstrators were greeted by a
. detachment of over 100 police officers who
cordoned offthe packed oval protest area. An
adjacent section of plaza reserved for propolice demonstrators was deserted. By 1:30
p.m., a total of 216 protesters. including
Jackson, were charged and detained for
approximately five hours before being
released.
'''V,/e are all concerned about an ongoing city
.. war against higher public education,,- -said
CUNY professor Joanne Reitano. "'CUNY is
here today to support opportunity for all in

Continued on Page 5

By Bryan Fleck
News Editor
Governor George E. Pataki, in his State
Executive Budget, has proposed a restructuring of the Tuition Assistance Program which
would shave $133 million in tax revenue,
reducing funding from $634.1 million to
$501.1 million.
. Under Pataki's plan, in 'ohler to receive
TAP a student would have, to complete 15
credits per semester as opposed to the current
requirement of 12. A student. who fails to
complete or pass 15 credits will incur a' 20
. percent penalty on their TAP payment.
The proposal is currently being argued in
the State Senate and. State Assembly in
Albany.
'
According to Helen M. Marshall, chairwoman for the Committee on Higher
Education, the measure will not pass in the
Assembly.
In a letter to 'students, Edward Sullivan,
chairman of the New York State Assembly
Higher Education Committee, expressed his
. resolve not to let the proposal-pass. "[Pataki]
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-I.t\:p Restructuring May ·Cut $133 Million in Funding
is asking the poorest students in the State and
City Universities to pay an additional $510 a
year to attend college," Sullivan said.
Marshall sees Pataki's restructuring clearly
as a cut in. the TAP program. "If it walks like
a duck, talks like a duck, it's a duck,"
Marshall said. "This is a cut in TAP. That's
disgraceful."
Kevin Quinn, spokesman for the State
Division of tile Budget.spoke for Pataki. "The
governor's proposed TAP' changes will
encourage students. to get an education in a
timelymanner," said QUInn. "We believe that
students should be able to take 15 credits if
they expect state-funded assistance:"
However, Marshall noted that many
CUNY students have to work while getting
their education. "TAP was for those students
in dire situations so they could rece.ve an education," said Marshall. "Once you put tuition
in, you have to have TAP." Tuition was
imposed on CUNY students in 1976.
In the governor's budget proposal, it is
stated that fewer than two out of every five
college students in New York complete their
baccalaureate-degree in four yea~ Currently.,
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Ways and Means Committee. "Opportunity,
less than one-half of State University of New
York students and less than one-third of after all, is what you fund."
Cecilia McCall, a professor in Baruch's
CUNY students are enrolled in 1.5 credits for
Eng) ish department, will be traveling to
any given semester.
Albany on Wednesday, April 13 to lobby'
A representative from the admissions
office at New York University said that most against the proposal. "I think [the proposed
changes in TAP are] awful," said McCall. "It's
classes at NYU are four credits, and therefore
very punitive against the students."
a 15-credit requirement would not have as
McCall is confident, however, that the prodrastic an impact at as it would at CUNY,
where most classes count for three credits.
posed changes to TAP will be. restored. "It's
basically putting in a tuition increase without
In addition, Pataki has proposed adjusting
the way TAP awards are evaluated. "[Pataki] actually calling it a tuition increase," she said.
The State Assembly is seeking to restore
is trying to base TAP payments on Adjusted
Gross Income rather ·than Net Taxable $48.3 million to CUNY senior colleges, while
Income, a switch that could cost a middle the State Senate is willing to replace $32.9
million of Pataki's proposed cuts. The two
income student several hundred dollars in
bills will go to the Higher Education
TAP aid," said Sullivan.
According to Christoph M. Kimmich, . Committee.
"We're hopeful that the Assembly and the
interim chancellor of CUNY, Pataki's proposSenate
agrees that it is important that TAP be
al would reduce 117,000 current awards to
restructured in a way to encourage students to
approximately 32.000-, reducing $ J29 million
in aid to $30 million. "Proposed reductions in complete their degree in a timely manner,"
tuition assistance will penalize CUNY's nee~ said Quinn, speaking on behalf of Pataki. - '
iest students," said. Kimrnjch in testimony
In addition to the larger cuts; theAssembly
before the New York State Senate Finance
wishes to not only restore, but also to increase
Committeeandthe New YQr!< State Assembly
ContilUled on Page 3
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Overwhelmed-by .Rlsing Demand,
.CIS Dept. Gives-Minimum -Solutions

Pulitzer Prize-Winning PlaywriglltPreseltts
International Exclusive Reading-to Baruch_CommUDi~~-_Afghanistan: Man Hunt
The United States has sent commandos to
patrol the Afghanistan border in hopes of
capturing estranged billionaire Osarna
bin Laden. Last year bin Laden was
charged with blowing up two American
embassies in Africa.

By Jon Minners
News Editor

To be taught how to write is a great privilege. When that teacher is a well-known writer,
playwright or journalist, it is a great honor.
During the month of March, students received
a great honor when famous .playwright Tony
Kushner carne to Baruch College as this semester's Sydney Harmon Writer-in-Residence.
Kushner. a celebrated American playwright,
Argentina: Mummies Found
discussed the theme of political theatre. His
Archeologist discovered three frozen
residency culminated in a reading from a workInca mummies at the summit of a volcano
in-progress.
in northern Argentina The 5OO-year-old
A recipient of many awards, Kushner has
mummies. extremely well preserved, still
received
a Pulitzer Prize for Drama, two Tony
have traces of blood in their heart and
Awards, an Obie Award and a Whiting
lungs.
Fellowship, among others. His plays include
"A Bright Room Called Day:' "Hydriotapha"
.
and "Angels in America."
Canada: Eskimo Land
During his residency Kushner demonstrated
what made him a successful playwright. On
The map of Canada was recently redrawn
March 23, The Mildred and George Weissman
to include the new territory of Nunavut,
School
ofArts and Sciences presented a special
meaning "new land." Eighty-five percent
presentation with Kushner. It was here that he
of the territories 27,000 residents are
presented a play that has never been read
Eskimos.
before.
The event started with Professor Roslyn
Bernstein, director of the Sydney Hannon
India: Missile Test
Writer-in-Residence program, addressing the
audience. Bernstein announced future writerDefense officials announced the successin-residences. The fall 1999 'semester will feaful test-firing of a new intermediateture journalist Jane Kramer. Next Spring will
range missile capable of carrying a
bring the fiction writer Laurie Moore. Finally,
nuclear payload 1,250 miles on April II.
in the fall of 2000, famous playwright Edward
The missile is reported to be solid-fueled
Albee will come to Baruch.
and capable of being fired from mobile
""We have already created a lively literary
launchers.
salon, truly enriching the lives of faculty, students and the community," Bernstein said.
Dr. Sydney Hannon, the head of Harmon
Indonesia: Violence Urged
International Industries" and who funds the
---ilX!iI'I3:rm-iJllSI1mo., the'iel!deT\:lJfLhe--EalSl-t--Writef in Residence program~ explained----the
TImor independence movement, has
connection he found between his business
restarted
war with the Indonesian
world and the world Kushner exemplifies with
police. The renewed war is in response to'
his writing; .
reports that the Indonesian militia killed
"There is a truly intimate relationship
17 East Timorese.
between the poet or playwright and technolo-

By Hwan-jooMoon
Managing editor
As the demand for computer Cld.SSeS continues to skyrocket, an increasing number of students with a major in the Computer
Information Systems program is frequently
unable to sign up for requisite courses due to an
inadequate number of open sections.
After a month-long investigation. The
Ticker has learned that the difficulties faced by
students who are interested in furthering cornputer skills were years in the making.
The CIS department at Baruch College .is
now finally offering changes in its undergraduate curriculum, but it's not much more than a
band-aid attempt to relieve congestion and
redirect traffic away from popular computer
courses.
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Israel: Arab Vote'
With Israeli elections approaching, candidates for Prime Minister are campaigning
in Arab towns throughout Israel. Despite
insistence of the importance of the Arab
vote,
Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu garnered only five percent of
the Arab vote in the 1996 elections.

Tony KU$hner, Gail, Collins, AIisa Solomon,and Barbara' Bowen during
the March 23 presentation. (photolBaruch CoUege Press)
After the play. there was a. discussion
gy," Harmon said. "Poets, these creative writers
between Kushner, New York TImes Writer Gail
look at the world and ask themselves, 'why?'"
Tony Kushner introduced the first act of his Collins, Baruch journalism professor Alisa
new work in progress, "Homebody/Kabul," Solomon and Queens College English profeswhich is set in Britain and also moves to Kabul. sor Barbara Bowen about the state of the world
Baruch was the first audience to hear the piece today. Nelson George, who originally was slated to be on the panel, did not appear, to which
.. read by Linda Emond.
""1 liked the title because I didn't know what ' Kushner joked, "Since he didn't show, no one
should buy a copy [of his book],"
it meant, ~ Kushner said.
The event, considered a great success by
The play, like many of his previous works,
.deals with fictitious political events that mimic many, including Bernstein, ended with a disthe political happenings oCour own world As .cussion about the way Giuliani handled the
in most of his plays, Kushner uses political Amadou Diallo shooting.. That Friday, Tony
humor to get his point across. The play struck a Kushner among others from Baruch CoJJege
cbordof laughter.JlDd.applsllse. from the audi- and CUNy-wide we~_~..infront OrOt:1~
ence, consisting of professors, students and Police Plaza in protest of the Diallo. shooting.
other distinguished guests.

Multiculturalism Promotes
Tolerance and Understanding
Harvard's Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Speaks
On Ethics and Ethnicity at 25th St. Center

Libya: On Trial
Two Libyans, Abdel Basset aI-Megrahi
and AI-Amin Khalifa Fahima, suspected
of planting the bomb that blew up Pan
Am Flight 103 are facing trial in the
Netherlands. It has been 10 years since
the plane exploded over Lockerbie
Scotland, kHliftg21{} people.

Malaysia: Outbreak
Virologists from around the world are
baffled by a new and fatal tropical virus
which has claimed III Malaysian lives in
the last six months. Scientists from the
United States Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention are unsure of how
the .virus is being spread and state that
"this virus has never been seen before."
Symptoms of this virus include high
fever and aches followed by -eventual
coma and death.

Russia: Impeachment Delay
Russian parliament voted to delay indefinitely the impeachment of President
Boris Yeltsin. War in Kosovo, sex and
corruption scandals in the Kremlin and
his. own poor health have threatened to
shorten YeJtsin's presidency.

By Leiss Gibson
C omributing Writer
"Ethnicity - you can't live with it and
you can't live without it."
Those were the words of Dr. Henry Louis
Gates, Jr., one of the nation's foremost
scholars of African-American 'literature
culture. Twenty-five years ago while at
Cambridge University, Gates, Anthony Obie
and Wole Soyinka were dreaming up ways
to fulfil) W.E.B. Debois's vision of a PanAfrican Encyclopedia.
On March 4, 1999 Gates introduced
Encarta, his version of Debois's dream, to
the Baruch Community. In addition, ~e
spoke on the topic of "Ethics & Ethnicity" as
part of the seventh annual Addison Gayle
Memorial Lecture, held in the Conference
Center of the 25th Street building.
Gates referred to his conversations with
Addison Gayle, stating, "We agreed to disagree. It was an important lesson, to disagree
with each other without fighting."
Addressing the Baruch audience, Gates
said, "College has always served. as a crucible where difference and community clash
and collide. and overcome." Talking about
college students, Gates went on, stating, 4"
don't say to our students of today 'express
yourseJf.' as Madonna did," I say invent
yourself. Don't restrict yourself to be one

and.-

way; white, black, male, female, liberal or
conservative. If you have been put in your
place long enough, you begin to act like
your place."
Gates, chair of African-American studies
and director of the W.E.B. Dubois Institute
for Afro-American Research at Harvard
University, went on
explain the -difficulties in defining ethnicity.
"Too often in this country we speak of
race as only something blacks have, sexual
orientation as something only gays and lesbian have, gender as something only women
have, ethnicity as something so called Ethics
have," Gates said.
Gates continued by telling the audience
that our nation can not let itself be stagnant.
He stated that we as a nation should always
try to reinvent ourselves. '"We all have to
learn and relearn our ethnic, or religious, or
socio-identity," Gates said. "That is, how to
be black or how to' be white, how to be
Jewish or how to be gay."
Gates is regularly heaped with praise and
scorn as he moves beyond his academic
field, into the public arena
At Baruch,
Gates' words rang loud. "Multicultularlisrn
is a form of mutual accommodation, as a
stance of intellectual and cultural tolerance,"
Gates said. ""Complete tolerance is undesirable."

to-

Writers wanted:. Call 212-802-6800 Today!
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The new plan calls for the following:
• A minimum grade point average of 2.0 in
three 3000 level CIS courses before moving on
to 4000 level CIS courses since students who
do poorly in the 3000 level courses are ill
equipped to-perform satisfactorily in the more
advanced courses.
• Set aside two 3000 level CIS courses for nonmajor students in an attempt to separate nonmajors from majors. However, should nonCIS-major students disregard the measure and
register for classes dedicated to CIS majors.
there' is nothing to stop them under current
rules. according to Albert E. Croker. chair of
Statistics and CIS department.
,. Raise course numberings for...three CIS courses one level higher and thereby increase ererequisites for those classes. Currently, without
such elaborate sequencing, students register for
a hodgepodge ofclasses; which contributes to
congestion.-aceerding·t&C-reker.·--- .-- .
. The thr~e proposals were approved by .the
Undergraauate.Cwriculwn Committee..and.will
be put to vote by the entire Zicklin School of
Business faculty. After that. with revisions if
necessary, through-the Office of the Provost.
the ·proposals will be se-nt for approval to the
Interim Chancellor Of' CUNY, .according to
Croker. The Provost is responsible for academ-

New ATM at 25th, Street

teachers' union.
However, hiring adjunct faculty has its limits since there is a cap of 60 percent full-time
faculty to 40 percent adjunct faculty teachinghour-ratio requirement in order to meet business school accreditation rules, according to
Sidney I.. Lirtzman, dean of Zicklin School of
Business.

Bureaucratic Disconnect
Integration of enroJlment and course availability information fromvarious departments to
Historic Trend
the admissions office, in order to foster effiThe number of declared undergraduate CIS cient use of current resources, fares no better.
majors shot up a whopping 790 percent over "[Data integration] is not very good." says
the past decade, from 227 students in fall 1990 James Murphy. director of financial aid and
to 1,791 students in fall 1998, according to· undergraduate admissions. "1 would admit
Thomas P. McCarthy, director of registrar. The there is a problem:' 'number of declared graduate CIS majors
"We don't know how manv students are
"'
jumped 39 percent, from 246 students in fall
admitted to particular majors [at the time they
.
are admitted]," says Murphy. " We don't find
. 1990 to 341 students .infall 1998..
Although the increase in graduate CIS stu- out unless people tell us."
.,
dents is not as great relative to the increase in
Nevertheless, most new students at Baruch
undergraduate CIS students, problems. that College are transfer students. During spring
exacerbate undergraduate course' offerings
1999 semester, only 110 freshmen registered as
affect graduate course offerings since the. same opposed to 1,III transfer students and 320
group of professors teach both undergraduate graduate students, according to McCarthy.
and graduate courses.
Students injunior or higher standing declare
In addition, Baruch College lost 18 percent their major sometime after gaining admission
of its .full-time faculty, from 232 in 1990-91
to Baruch College. The major declaration they
academic year to 190 in 1998-99 academic fill out in the admissions application is essenyear, according to David G. Danningbring, tially meaningless, says Murphy.
associate dean of Zicklin School of Business.
Since it takes one or two semesters to evaluThe number of Statistics and CIS department's ate new-student transcripts. 'incoming students
full-time faculty was trimmed 25 percent, from wishing to take junior-level Dr higher courses
38 professors in'1991 to. 29 professors in 1998. must often wait a semester or two to take those
whereas the numberofpart-time faculty almost courses. Adding insult to injury, when highquadrupled, from 12 adjunct faculty in 1991 to
demand courses are closed within the first few
f: I ·
8
·
46 a djunct acu ty In 199 , according to days of registration, those Jocked-out students
must wait yet another semester or two, eating
Carmen Pedrogo, affirmative action officer.
.
1,l-P_Jheir tuitiQn_funds not to JIlention a proChronic Cons'traints
Ionge d graduati
uanon and f urther compounding
. .
. ,
' · h 'd· . . h:
F ace d WIt . ,Immls mg state support, classroom congestion.
.,ac;lmlnistta.t.R~s.?.Y...G_QNY ~~no_<?h~~utt~ ~~!traei~ imRrov~~nts are coming, s a y s '

increase reliance.on adjuDctfaculty.., ._.. . '"
Even ivy-league schools with huge endowment war chests. such as Yale University, are
h.iriflg adjunct faculty to replace mor.e expensive tenure-track ~rofe~s~rs, according to a
study by Yale University s graduate student
.
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Have you ever taken money out of an
AIM machine to realize you've been
charged a two dollar service fee?
If you take a walk through the lobby of
the 2Sth Street and Lexington Avenue building, you might, courtesy of the Republic
National Bank.
Or so I thought.
"Guess what?"
"What?"
"There's a new ATM machine in the
lobby,"
"Oh."
I mean, it seems kind of redundant to
have an ATM machine on campus when
there's a Chase branch right on the comer of
the 18th Street building doesn't it?
Spoken like a true Chase customer.
Okay, 18th Street is nowhere near 25th
Street. Okay I might actually need to take
out some cash in that building someday
So of course the next time I'm there I go
into the security alcove and take a took at it.
It's small. It's covered with advertisements. It sells metrocards. It reminds me of
the vending machines they have in' airport
bathrooms. Does it sell condoms too?
The security guard behind the counter
stares at me as I touch the machine: As I
push its buttons. I'm sure 'she thinks I'm
seconds away from trying to break. it open.
I really should say something.
I take out 20 dollars instead. The guard is
still staring at me.
'"Guess what?" I say to her.
·'What?"
·'It doesn't charge a service fee.'~
( watch her stare disappear into a smile. I

Baruch ATM

~

Fees Dispute
The Supreme Court wiJI decide if students at public universities are required to
pay student activity fees which support
clubs and organizations that run counter
to their beliefs. A group of politically
conservative
students
from
the
University of Wisconsin have brought the
suit forward, charging that 18 out of the
more than 100 clubs are objectionable.

Found Guilty
Or. Jack Kevorkian. an advocate and
practitioner of assisted suicide. was convicted of murder.' Kevorkian, defending
himself, lost the battle after videotaping
himself giving a lethal' injection on the
C~S News program ··60 Minutes.'

Y2K Compliant
With the self-imposed deadline ofApril I
to make all Federal computers ready for
the year 2000 come and gone, the White
House has reported that 92 percent of the
Federal government's "essential' computer systems are ready, tor 2000. The
administration warned that some countries may be without power, phone service or airport access.

Defining Hate
President Clinton urged Congress to
expand the definition of "hate crime" to
include 'incidents based on a person's sexual orientation, sex or disability. Under
current law. hate crimes cover onlv inci...l.

"'

I~nts
on a person's race. color. 'eth~~t--~---. . based,..
rucrty or re 19lon
.
.

Murpb}'..._He _c.it~(timp-.feil'1~.Jt~ti<iJl ~~f-~~II~- r-.--- -~._._--~---- '."
............- ..-.-._~~- '----- ~-dated academic advisement at the end of April
Alrpprt--Pro1inDg~--'-----'-:-"-'--'~
-.,~-as an example. "Something to happen that
The United States Customs Service creatquickly [at Baruch College~ is remarkable,"
ed an independent paneJ to explore al/esays Murphy. "The focus IS the student. I
gations that black and Hispanic people
Cominued on Page 4
are unfairly targeted for drug smuggling
searches at airports and border crossings..
Statisties show that of the body searches
, '
-.
or X-rays, 43.3 percent were performed
.-'.~..; ~- -!/'--" ~.
on black or Hispanic people, yet drugs
were found on only 6.3 percent of the
black people searched. 2.8 percent of the
Hispanic people searched and 6.7 percent
-:
of the white people searched.
.

-.--...
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TAP Restructuring May Cut

By Shaa-san Wu
News Editor

~ _ _ .u_ mJ- u:~:~i~;~~:e~i::~~e~

ic programming.
The changes in the CIS curriculum will
probably be enacted during fall 1999 semester
or no later than spring 200Q, according to
Croker;
"We apologize for the situation," says
Croker. "·We have been overwhelmed."
Various administrators. ranging fromdepartment chairs to the Interim President, attribute
non-competitive faculty pay structure and limited r~sources to lax course offerings.

Nation- Wide

degree students.
"[Pataki] is offering a phony $200 bonus to
TAP beyond its 1998--99 level by $20 million, students who graduate "on time,' a figure that ..
which will go specificaJIy to part-time aid. The equaJs one-half of one percent of the cost of a
Senate also wants to restore the $1 16 million SUNY education," Sullivan said. "The
Lacking Health Insurance
- for TAP. in addition to the $20 miHion increase. Governor is trying to extract from the TAP proKimmich, in a press release to The Ticker, gram $114 million, every dollar of which will
One-third of the nations Hispanic people
said, "We are hopeful that the Legislature and
be taken out of the pockets of working men and
have no health insurance, compared to 22
percent- of blacks and 12 percent of non- .
the Executive, in response to our discussions women and their children."
In the Governor's budget proposal, it is statwith them, will support the fuJI restoration of
Hispanic whites. The total number of
the recommended cuts."
ed that New York is the "national leader in sup:
people without health insurance in the
__ ~__ ._ ----Baruch College Interim PresidentLois S. port for student [manciaI aid, providing nearly
:
United States has increased from 31 mil<--_. -- ~-------=-----o-~-~-.... J . . . .
.,.,.....-"... ~....,...
Cronholm, in a letter addressed to the New double the amount of the next most generous
:
lion a .decade ago, t04TtnilTfOlftoday-:-- -"p~
- -... ~-- - - - - York State Assembly and Senate, has also state - Illinois.'
.. ~:::;::::~r"'"''
.' '''.':.::::~.j.
-."': ';--~--------~.
However, in an analysis of tuition charges
urged for the full restoration of TAP. "The
restoration of the Tuition Assistance Program by the New' York Public Interest Research
Police Power
to 100 percent of the maximum award is essen- Group, New York State four-year public colPolice officers who have probable cause
tial statewide; at Baruch, CUNY's only college leges' tuition costs have increased faster in the
to search a vehicle may now search the
with an accredited business degree program,
1990's than in any other state.
'
I 1lii!1!- :
!If I'
personal belongings of passengers, even
our students are especially dependent on TAP,";
As for New York State's community colif they are not under suspicion for illegal
Cronholm wrote. "'We..urge that eligibility for
leges, original funding was one-third by the
TAP include part-time students, since .so many State, one-third by local sponsors and one-third would include a four-semester limit on receivactivities. The .Supreme Court ruled 6-3
students who are critical to New York's future by students. When the community colleges ing TA~ instead of the current six-semester
in favor of the measure which gives the
are attempting to complete degree programs, were opened to all students with a high school
limit on TAP imposed at community co lleges.
police extra leverage over motorists and
but for family and financial reasons cannot do - diploma, or its equivalent, State aid was sup- Also, students would be expected to contribute
. their passengers.
so on a full-time basis."
posed to increase to 40 percent.
a minimum of 25 percent, rather than the curKimmich agreed.
, However, in a. report titled "New York
rent 10 percent, towards tuition.
"No penalty and no dishonor should be State's Community, Col~eges~-<~ost~iye.,·.-~:,~~e~BUtr~·s~p.opesaJs.~c,(y)~t.,.>·
~ .':.:' ':"
'
:',
attached to part-time study," he said,.'.4.We need:.·. Engines of .~,a~!~!\~~.ld:~~~9/.'ano~~~~~J(o)t~~~.;6t:poor·-:.
,~.~eaping Beneflts
. .
to ~ffer more sections of required courses.from "Dey~l~~~~':.'S~a~e_~9~~.~~:~~:~-~i~~~~~(~~:C;~y:!g.tM':';~. :Red;~~ 'bene~~of."a·-~'StOtk·
which students now find themselves closed out.
M~Call said, Now, not only IS the State failing only hope for. a better future, said Richard
market, the nations foundations, such as
If they do their part, we must do ours."
to meet the 40 percent level, it's fallen below Boris, first vice president of Professional Staff
the United Negro College Fund and the
Under Pataki's proposals, the maximum even the original one-third commitment." .New Congress, CUNY, a faculty union, ~fore the
Lilly Endowment, are receiving record
TAP award would r~main at $4, I 2~, but would York State has the second highest community Senate Finance Committee and the AssemQly
amounts of money. According 'toa study
be reduced from 90 percent to 75 percent of, coU.ege costs in the nation,' be;'iod only Ways and Means Committee in Albany. Boris
by the Foundation Center, foundations
tuition~ with the difference beitJ,g reimbursed to Vermont. New York's community coJlege cost called the TAP reduction proposal "an unacmade $19.5 billion in 1998, up from $16
students who graduate '·on time." On time is is nearly $2,600, compared to the national aver- ceptable prospect made more offensive by the
biJlion in 1997.
defined as four years for baccalaureate degree age of$I,500.
fact that tire state's. surplUs is expected to
_. students and__ two_ . y_ear!i. Jo~ associate
Additionally; Pataki S 'proposed changes exceed $2 biUi<m.~'

Continuedfrom Page 1
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New York
Diallo Indictment
The indictment of the four cops involved
in the Diallo shooting drew rallies for and
against them outside the courthouse on
161st Street. Those opposing cops held
--up signs that compared the NYPD with
the Ku Klux Klan. Off-duty cops protested only a few feet away, saying that they
protected ungrateful communities.

Phelan Homicide
The trial for the Hess)' Phelan murder is
underway. Richard Molloy, an officer
with the 52nd Police Department is on
trial for the crime he says was a suicide.
Among other news at the trial was the
fact that Molloy discharged his gun in a
bar, to kill a rat and never reported the
discharge to the police department.

Rape Spree Ends
Police state that they believe Isaac jones
is the man responsible for attacking 51
women during a five-year rape spree that
took place in Manhattan and the Bronx.

Committee Violates Law
The Court of Appeals ruled that a committee in LaGuardia Community College
violated the state Open Meetings Law
when it placed restrictions on the student
newspaper. The Bridge. and. allocated
student fees in a private session. blocking
the editor of the paper from the March
meeting.

Holiday Horror
On Easter Sunday, five people were
killed in Brooklyn during separate acts.
The five murders were the worst single
day for homicide in the city' this year.

Garden Protests
Mayor Giuliani plans to sell 126 community gardens in city-owned lots. 200
Gardeners and politicians attacked the
plan in a rally called "Standing Our
Ground." held on Saturdav at Brvant
"'
Park. Up next. a large-scale protest
involving civil disobedience outside the
city's pre-auction seminar on May 5 at
Manhattan Community College.

Center- Holds Suicide Workshop
After Deatho-fHonor Student--

Politicians and residents along the Bronx
River are gearing up for the April 24
"Golden' Ball" event that will celebrate
the progress made in cleaning up the
Bronx River. Parks Commissioner Henry
Stern states that 1999 is the year of the
Bronx River. as more projects have been
geared toward revitalizing it.

Gotti, Jr. 's Plea
John Gotti, Jr. pleaded guilty to racketeering charges, as well as other qtarges
put against him. His plea will enable him
to get out of prison in a minimum of five
and a half years.

~R~E5" .:,
Foo\\f\~:\
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By Shan-san Wu
News Editor
More than 70 students and faculty gathered
in room Four South of the 17 Lexington Ave.
building on March 18 to listen toa panel of faculty and administrators discuss the topic of suicide during a town meeting host
by the
Baruch Counselling Center. The m . [ng, a
response to the recent death and possible
cide of a Baruch honor student, was called to
help students identify potential suicide risks,
cope with feelings of depression and stress and
reassure students that there is help available at
Baruch.
'''I think people have come today Jor
results," said Dr. David Cheng, director of the
counseling center. "With all the current events
which have occurred at Baruch, students are
experiencing a lot of stress.
Students entering the meeting were given
handouts prepared by the counseling center on
how to handle emergency suicide situations and
caus'es of depression. and how to deal with suicide grief "There isn't a person in this room
who hasn't experienced grief," said Dr. Wendy
Heyman. director of placement for arts and sciences. "We as a Baruch community are concerned and we want to be a~$upport for each
other."
Statistics presented at the meeting showed
that spring is the peak season for suicide
attempts.
"'\le want to de-emphasize the dramatic
concern:' said counseling center representative
Dr. Mindy Hersh. "When suicide gets into the
press there is often an outbreak of suicides:'
Panel ists also spoke on the nature of the
Baruch student body and how Baruch's diversity affects counseling. "Baruch students are a
very, very unique group." said Dr. Walter
Reichman, chairman of the psychology department. "Tve neversseen students who have had
to cope with more lifeproblems than Baruch
students, especially compared to many Ivy
League students who have never really experienced life. I am overwhelmed by the variety of
Baruch student lives and challenges."
Reichman acknowledged that this diversity
brings with it additional counseling challenges,
but reassured students that having problems is
not abnormal and encouraged students to seek
help for their problems. "The bottom line is that
when a student has a problem that influences
their relationships and schoolwork, there actually is a problem," said Reichman. "It's okay to
have problems. It's okay to deal with those

, IS. CalljrolnCUNY
'Books,. ·NQtBullets
~

Continued from Page 1
what is supposed to be a city of opportunity. The
Diallo case is a catalyst for change in city policy."
Other members of the CUNY contingent
voiced different reasons. for why· CUNY was
"resent, tit 1110St.. ~reea.. tnar
tJle o;ano::sno:ott~ --'"
___'----f..'.-_._.r._...._._.
.
was a catalyst for change. Dr. William Saunders,
Director of the CUNY Center for Economic
Development, agreed and also stated that
CUNY was at the demonstration to ensure city
"accountability" for its actions. "[Police
Commissioner Howard] Safir has to be
dumped," added Saunders. "This is toomuch,"
CUNY adjunct professor Andrew Long noted.
that Diallo fit the profile of a typical CUNY student: a young. immigrant minority who was
scholarly and an avid reader. He had a feeling
that Diallo would have eventually been a future
CUNY student. "CUNY has to be here for
Amadou Diallo in life and in death:' said Long ..
A number of protesters also identified themselves as CUNY faculty members but were
unwilling to reveal their names or titles.
Protests outside One Police Plaza began on
March 9 when nine demonstrators were arrested
on charges of disorderly conduct in the wake of
the shooting death of 22-vear.;0Id
video cassette
.
peddler Amadou DialJo by four plain clothed
officers of the NYPD Street Crime Unit. In the
following days leadmg up lolVtarch--z6-:-ttrou~
. ..- -sands took partin demonstrations against Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani. Hundreds of people from
around the city allowed themselves to be arrested peacefully. including the Sharpton, farmer
Mayor David Dinkins, Congressman Charles
Rangel and actress Susan Sarandon.
Charges against all protesters were dropped
on April 2 by New York District Attorney
Robert Morgenthau.
Faculty members were not the only. CUNY
representatives on this day, however. as a number of students also came to protest. "CUNY is
a melting pot with lots of different m_inorities,··
said Baruch freshman Joi Ty·ler. ··Basically, this
is a society issue, we shouldn't accept injustice
against minorities and that's why I'm here.'
Clint, a Baruch student who declined to give
his last name, took a similar position, "The
authorities know they can do whatever they
want if we don't say anything:' he said.
Neither of the students planned on being
arrested. however. "I don't want to have
arrest on my record," said Clint. "It might come '.
up when I'm applying for my first real job and
that would be bad." Tyler agreed. "It's a lot more
expensive for.students to be arrested than it is
_Jor ot~er people,.... she said. "We can't afford it._~·
_
~Q

services:' he said.
problems."
Johnson also emphasized the need for stuThe effect of being primari ly a commuter
school on counsel ing resources was also
dent services to become more in-tune to the
addressed by panelists. "Recent events have
needs of the student body. "The abysmal
been sort of a wake-up call," said Vice
response to the recent student government refPresident of Student Development Sam uel
erendum was clearly another wake-up call for
Johnson. Johnson stressed the need for . student services," said Johnson.
Baruch's administration to lobby CUNY for
Student participation was quiet throughout
increased funding for counseling services and the meeting and responses to the panel were
promised that "enhancements would be forthsubdued. "When people are depressed, they
coming:'
really don't want to talk anymore," observed
Cheng agreed with Johnson. "We need more Cheng.
resources and we have to fight harder for those

CIS Department Gives Minimum Solutions

Park On Hold

Bronx River Bash

5

..

Continued from Page 3
Mayor Giuliani has put a water park set
to be built on Orchard Beach on hold
until more community input is given. The
48.000 square foot Water Park was
opposed by many City Island residents
\\ ho \\ ere concerned \\ ith traffic problcrns. as well as problems that could arise
from construction of the complex.
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believe the [Interim] President is student oriented:'

Enrollment Benefit
"There are certain benefits to the school rfor
enrolling more students than it can handle}.
says Robert Ducoffc. director of graduate
adm issions.
For example. Baruch· College submits to
Albany tuition collected from approximately
11.000 full-time-equivalent students (those taking a I 2-or-more credit hour course load)--two
part-time students taking six-credit hours of
classes each 'are considered one full-timeequivalent student. In return for tuition payments from those 11,000 full-time-equivalent
students, Baruch College receives state subsidy
of $7,000 per student per year. The College
then keeps tuition collected from any additional students over the allotted 11,000. At last
count, .there are .5,340 students registered for
spring 199'9 semester, according to McCarthy.
Financial-aid money that students receive is an
addition to the state subsidy.
Describing CUNY, competitive tuitron
charge and low state funding is "a model that
discourages or undermines incentives to raising
quality..... says Ducotfe.
Although the number of students declaring
their major in. CIS is dramatically increasing..
almost. eight-fold for undergraduate ~ts in

less than 10 years, the number of students who
actually hang in there till the end to finally earn
a degree is relatively low. In 1990. Baruch
awarded 160 undergraduate students and 57
graduate students a degree in CIS. Nine years
tater. in t-998, orrty'2-43 undergraduate students
and 75 graduate students received a degree in
CIS.
~

~

Market Condition
At a recent recruitmg conference.
International Conference on Information
Systems. there were at least two job offerings
for every candidate. according to Croker.
Finding a new faculty in such adverse hiring
environment is difficult at best. says Croker.
Baruch College can not compete with either the
corporate world or other colleges in salaries
and employee benefits, according to Croker.
An adjunct faculty teaching a full-course
load earns less than $15,000 a year at CUNY.
In the business world, information-technology
professionals are averaging a 7.3 percent
increase in starting wages. according to the
1999 RHI Consulting Salary Guide. RHI
Consulting, a specialized staffing service based
in Menlo Park, Calif., reports that database
administrators average $61.250 to $88,000
annually-a 16.3 percent increase over 1998.
Web masters ar~ averaging a 14.7 percent
increase with salaries ranging from $51,500 to
$7~OOO.

Blaming .I~bor shortages. Microsoft Corp.

announced that 25 percent of new employees it
hires in the U.S. in the year ending June 30
would be foreign nationals. Microsoft's vice
president for Human Resources, Chris
Williams, says there are not enough trained
Americans' 10 flll an -estlmareij 350,000 job"
openings in the information technology field.
Disillusioned Students
In an informal survey, The Ticker asked
numerous CIS students what they 'thought
about the program. Here is some of what they
said:
....This is such a farce. I feel like I've been
scamrned," says a student who asked not to be
identified. She said that course descriptions in
the school publications are "so enticing and yet
so untrue:' She no longer believes a CIS diploma from Baruch College will be worth ..v ery
much in the outside world. "Not enough courses are offered," she says. '-4I'm lucky in a sense
that I'm a part-time student. I have a job. I'm
working and I can wait."
An international student majoring in CIS
said that he is forced to take classes that he does
not want because he otherwise can not keep his
visa status. International students. must keep a
full-time course load. "1 pay double tuition for
classes I don't need:' he says.
"It's not too bad:' says another student who
asked not to be identified. "I'm graduating and
l-know what I don't know, Ljust-wish-Lhad more practical training."
.._ __ _ _.
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CIS Students Give Anonymous Complaints

'Ticker' Newspaper
Gears To Go Weekly

By Shan-san,Wu
Sews Editor

By Omolara Laniyan
Staff Writer

Undergraduate and graduate
students
.
enrolled in "the Computer lnformation Systems
program here at Baruch are more than willing
to stop and talk about what they like and what
they don't like about the program. The problem? Many arc unwilling to give their fuJI
names.
.., don't want my professors to know i said
that." said Thomas, a CIS junior who declined
to give his last name. "I guess it might hurt rnv
.
grade."
The implication is that in the sample of students interviewed for this story, the number of
suggestions for improvement far outnumbered
the accolades.
..It is hard to get classes and I see people
falling behind in them all the time:' said Jen,
another CIS undergraduate who declined to
give her last name. "There isn't tutoring available either."
Difficulty in enrolling for CIS classes was
echoed by almost every single student interviewed,
"I can't get into classes. and I'm going to
graduate late because of that." said Mario
Punzalan, a CIS junior and one of the few students willing to give his name.
"Yeah, I'm graduating late too:' added
Mark, a CIS senior who withheld his last name.
Punzalan explained that late graduation
appeared to be a trend amongst CI S majors, and
that difficulty in registering for classes made
taking sequential classes difficult. "Just' this
past year, I couldn't register for a class I was in
sequence for," said Punzalan.
Sequential classes are courses which normally span two semesters and 'require the first
class as an immediate prerequisite for the second. For example, the year-long Chemistry J A
and I B sequence.
Punzalan .also explained how sequential
classes taken out of sequence often w-ound up
being more difficult because of the semester\o,ng space in between. a problem CIS junior
~

-

-

Adverti s.errrertt
I

I
!

-

Hwan-joo MOOD,
managing editor of
The Ticker.
(Photo! D. Blanks)

"I can't get into classes,
and I'm going to graduate late because of that."
-Mario Punzalan, CIS major

looking at the high demand for, and the high
starting salaries available to- CIS graduates. He
also noted that unfortunately, programming
"wasn't for everyone."
"There is a gap between the good students
and the bad ones:' said Dennis, a CIS major
who declined to give his last name. "There are
a lot of bad ones."
CIS senior R.J. who asked only to be identified by his initials, voiced similar concerns. "I
see students falling behind in my programming
classes and there just isn't any outside help or
tutoring available," he said. "I see students
copying each other's homework or having it
done by programmers."
Students were equally inclined to examine
the quality of CIS faculty. "Some of my professors are really very good;' said R.J., "But some
are arrogant and very cold towards' us:"
Students continually mentioned that a significant number of CIS professors they had

1•

To: Lois Cronholm.,Interim President

I.

We are all used to seeing editions of The
Ticker every fortnight. but that is all about I'
to change. The Ticker will be published .
weeklv and copies will be made available to 1
stude~ts every Wednesday.
,

~
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From: Karrine Montaque, President Evening Session Student Assembly'
b

Subject: Health Center
Date: April 7, .1999
The College Adniinistration has decided, that an outsourced Health Center is best for all students. This is contrary to the original referendum
voted upon by students which states that "Baruch students [should] establish their own on-campus center." In other words, a Health center that
'will be used exclusively by Baruch students.
on March 29, 1999, the Baruch Health 'Care Advisory Committee conducted a meeting in which nothing was accomplished. The meeting should
have moved the committee a step closer to the implementation of the Center, but instead...a two-hour discussion that led to the meaning of "oncampus" became the point of focus. While students are assured that an "on-campus" "Health Center should be situated in a building that houses
Baruch, the Administration believes it should be elsewhere. Among those present were Jesse Berger, the vice president for administration, who
openly" admitted that the idea to outsource the Health Center was solely his decision. Berger has single-handedly decided that an outsourced
Health Center is "best" for approximately 12,000 students. He cited the lack of space for arriving at this decision. When students voiced their
opinion (as to the-location of the Health Center) they were blatantly ignored. Although potential space was identified in either the 25th or the 26th
Street. building, Berger expre-ssed no, interest in exploring such possibilities. Not once during the meeting did he mention the student's interest.
Instead, his primary concern was faculty members who lack office space.
Recently, Hunter College launched its "on-campus" Health Center which is entirely funded by their president, David A. Caputo. Hunter's
Health Center is 2,450 square feet and is affiliated with Cornell Medical Center. Berger was extremely cynical about Hunter's "hole in the wall,"
and sarcastically remarked, "If that's what you want I'll give it to you." Berger's assertions proved that space can be found if he cared about student needs. His comments were the ultimate disrespect to the student body. His position 'proves to be one of dictatorship rather than. leadership.
The thoughtless decision to outsource the Health Center willleadto additional expenses, such as rent, utility and other costs that are not the intended purpose for our health fees. Furthermore, students will be paying for a service that may not satisfy their needs. Recommendations that the
College subsidize an outsourced Health Center are not a consideration, as the committee was reminded that Baruch has budgetary constraints.
The College has prided itself on academic achievement and has gone beyond limits to accomplish notoriety. In an attempt to compete against
other notable universities, the College graciously accepted a $600,000 donation from an alumni to establish a trading floor. In this instance, a space
was immediately found, as Baruch evidently wants to sustain its competitive edge. In the aspiring plans to improve academic services, animmediate discovery of readily accessible space for the "Academic Advisement Center" was found. Classrooms were also transformed into an Honors
Lounge on the 9th floor of the 23rd street building. These situations exemplify the Administration's support for academic services and its disinterest to accommodate other support services that students demand. Professor Seymour Schulman said it best during the meeting. "It is a matter
. . " "-rJtre-eotlege-1;h(mJlt1tJa1ve-muoerJlre¥ahIated-st)(l(~ClVicntauth1:y-lretot~swtde:nt-te:es-wert~t>tJtee~b~~oow-~e----(:~~~~oolU!atlt6ft-t---of pnonty.
to find space for the .Health Center.
The Administration.has engaged in ~_d~Jihe-.rate C!onspiracy to use bureaucratic, measures to dictate ho~~dentf~~ ~h<?ul~ be s~nt. Thi~ ~~ -...-.
.... -- ..
be grounds for' a class action lawsuit against the College. Lpropose that you·diree~-~~tmtion-t&-'~aetively-~-puESUe-SpaGe.avaiJability
...feE~,
the Baruch College Health Center.
'
.

-~-~ -~-

University Student SenateCollegiate Merit Awards

..

CUNY's, University Stud,ent Senate is providing the
opportunity for up to three Baruch undergraduate or
graduate students to be selected as receipients of a
$1000 competitive academic scholarship for the fall
1999 semester.

THE EVENING ACCOUNTING
SOCIETY
in conjuction w ith
NABA
Presents:

What Do Recruiters Look For In Candidates
Resume Review Workshop

Applicants must currently be enrolled for a minimum of
six undergraduate or three credits of qraduateccurse
work and possess a minimum cumulative grade point
average of 3.5. One must must also have completedbetween 24 and 96 credits as an undergraduate, or
between nine and 24 credits as a graduate student.
Applicants must plan to be enrolled for the fall 1999
semester to be eligible for consideration.
An application packet can be secured from the Office
of the Dean of Students, Room 1702, 360PAS.
Applications must be submitted to the Office of the
Dean of Students by noon, Wednesday, May 12, 1999.

Speakers:,
''_'
_
Qwasi Garner and Romulad Beneche & Others
From Price Waterhouse' Coopers
And Also Presents:

Reasons Why One Should Major In
Accounting
Speaker:
, Alan Jaeger
From NYSSCPA
Friday April 16, 1999
6:00 P.M to 8:00 P.M
360 Park Ave South Rm 1542

Please Bring a Copy of Your Resume

Refreshmnets Will Be Served

'
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By Julie Mae Dojillo
Photographer

Chedt it out!
PlaclstDu..

Question: What is the
worst lie that your
boyfriend ever told you?

Come see for yourself. VIsitEducational

~L-~~~=~;k---~~·~5eMa!s'~·_.__~Rtsiden<es.
You1I find the very best in safe- affordaI:R
housing in great. student.friendJy neigh-borhoods. Come for .a frft tour and a

FREE PHONE CARD.
• Owe' 15GOsafe. axnfiol'tabte ~
in prime Ne\4i YorIc ~

.FttI ......_Rtud&24hr~
c.oIorcabie T\( ~ &aund!y and
kitchen ~ stUdent~
parties, adMies and more.
• we
not-1or..profit ~
There are no broker fees of lJI1Y land.
• tJIc:Ne in and out with eese
and confldenc:& ·365 days peryear.

area

HOUSB'IG HOTLINE:
....1~.&94
FREE TOUR AMJ PlIO. CARD!
Donna Ross
Senior, Accounting
He would be up in a few minutes for round
two. All he needed was a quick nap.

DhdIons tD OUr 8I'ooIdyn center

WlItInry $inK
.
Taite H or R train to COurt St. Walk 1 block to Henry St..
'tum tight 90, 2 blocks to The St. George Residence
at 100 Henry St.
Tp

Tbat'I it!

-,

A

~

.
.
lit,s.

~

.. :,:;.
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'~',,'~' ':
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Free......y..ca, J

W"
i
L~I

SPIit:w. SRRIir.. CfI~.
LOIIDOII $328 Auo ASK ABOUT OUI fAlES
TO ATHEIS I JOIIAIIIESIUIG
.
GET A fREE "StOPOftI" II 101DO.~
IID6ET IIOIEl um AS LOW AS $32 PEl lIGHT
8Inuu. So1mIusT flU SlAIt1IG At $.....
18__

.:,'W[:..~:~

:"~"~~,:~.;:>,~~:~~:,':,
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TUIEl CID &SI&IJ&1I' DE

EDUCA110NAL HOUSING

Studexa Housing for Real Living

::t:! LO.""L~~

,,'n;?w¥. @- 2<1 STIlEEl : NE... "OR~ ;ot"i ~OO~f~_~«l
M.ot~~tf CEl'tTEB.
'rEt, 2!:2-'~n-~: MX: 212.-.307.$74>1

.

f:U.\Il. BJ:~f.RVAnO~4-sTuJ)£~otlSL"l<;"oRC

";;..;..--------,,,

www.studenthousing.org
Karina Rodriguez
• Freshman. undecided

...............
!

20S E. 41nd Street
NewYork. NY 10011
Phone: 212.822-2700

•
•

·

: One summer somebody broke into nl) hOLlS":
: tour rimes and {he las; person ill) aunt saw l~

2S4 Greene St. ,

NeW York. NY 10003 Phone: 212-254-1525

89S Amsterdam A.ve.
New York. NY 1002S
Phone: 211 " ' 4'77

my
\\, hen I asked mv. bovtriend
if
. boyfriend.
.
he had broken into In) house. he denied it.

MAJOR IN MUSIC·
Attend your own college from
Monday through Thursday

Carneica Fozah
I::'
Freshman, Undecided

The \\ orst lie my ex-boyfriend told me was that
he had a 10\\ sperm count so he cannot hav e
kids. Therefore. in his mind. it was okay for
him to have sex without a condom.

EVERY FRIDAY AT LEHMAN COLLEGE
Register by Permit

CHINA
CIiIlSlSl8i. .
CliIISIl.IIpap

, S,...

Fundamentals o.fMusjc .

3 credits

ECUADOR.

,
···
'·•
·
··••
The Baruch College Chapter will soon hold a
·•
·
Charity Raffle to benefit the Kosovo Refugees
·····
displaced due to the turmoil in the Balkans.
···:M-..
·: Sugey Rosario
: Sophomore. Liberal Arts
···
Look out ~for these Raffle Tickets and contribute to ·: A month before our two vear anniversarv, I
: broke up with my boy friend. He w ent crying to

·

For more info, e-mail
or
1702, 360 PAS

GOlDENKEY_BARU·CH@HOTMAIL.COM

look us up in ROOM
L-

....

·
•
•
•
•

my house. and told me he loved me more than
anything. in the world. so I forgave him. For
our second year celebration. he bought me
flowers. took me to a very expensive restaurant
and sang for 'me. Tvvo weeks after. he told me.
"Babe, I just can't be with you an) more cuz
.
I'm seeing somebody else."
.

··•
:--------------

••
•
- - - - - - - - - - - - .••

Ear Training I, II, III, IV

GREECE

&lilt'"

6...CIIiIDIIIII Cltllll
LilIIIAIII-

ITALY
Art I Art HiIIDIy
liliiii Cldliatllla ClIIIrI

...........u..

"

:
-:
:
:
:
:
:

Theory I) II) III, IV

LaII
1IIdIII
EcIIIIIriII ClllliDlillIId
CIIIIn

~

help those who do not have a home anymore.

LaapagI

I.............
1IdiI~

"@

I......... RIIaIieII
f

<c

Q.

Miracle Ann Erana
. Sen ior, Biology
The worst lie my ex-boyfriend ever told me
was that he was babysitting his-little niece.ibut
in reality it was his daughter!

.

~

.....s.- PrIll.
r.IIIII" .... liliiii

De ~ UIIMIr of. . YtIt

Music Literature It II
For more intonation, please contact:
College of Staten Island
Center for International service
North AdminiStration 2A, Rm- 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Stat~n Island, NY 10314
Telephone: (718) 982-2100
, Fax: (718) 982-2108
Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (CCIS) .
The College of Staten IslandICUNV has
sponsored overseas programs for 15 years.

Financial Aid AppHes / Grants Available

3 credits each
1 credit each
3 credits each
.

Call now and reserve your place
for the Fall semester.
Every course is offered each semester.

Call (718).,960-8247
Department of'Music .
Lehman eonege,·CUNY
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Young .Professionals
Career Lunch 7

THE STE.VEN L.NEWMAN
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE

ver

Thursflay April 22, 1999
12:36..2:00 pm
OPE" HOUSE 8t CAREER LUNCH

As The U.S. and Its Allies
Wage War Overseas,
Local Albanians Stand Behind
NATO

He/fl at 135 East 22nd Street, Room 307

Note special time: during club hours!

*,..

I

.._- ..--------.............c.

Ne1NlTJan Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings
. .

..

. .

A series of eight monthly hour-long presentations and
discussions, over sandwiches and sodas, with young leaders of the real estate industry in New York. These evenings
are especially planned for BaruchlNewman Institute students considering careers in real estate. Each presentation
hig'hlights a different component of the metropolitan a.rea's
real estate industry.
.

.

-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs
-As« questions about what you would be doing on
the day you start work
-Meet-both- ·recent·-ct)/Jege_.snd- the pfflne
young leadership of the real estate industry

dents.. Also,

B. a t o ' n
Haxhiu,
a
newspaper
reporter was
"executed by
Serbs when
attending a
prominent
at t o r n e y vs
.funeral.
Atrocities.
have
been
going on for
-d e c a d e s .
While
it's
true
that
An elderly ethnic Albanian refugee woman from Kosovo cries after crossing the since
the
Morina border in Northern Albania, Apnl 6. (Reutersi
NAT a
'---:.... bombing the

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS

Monthly
5:30-7:00 pm September 1998 - May 1999

Watch for dates

being stripped of their
identities, of their
passports and registration plates, if they
are lucky enough to
travel by car, so they
won't ever be able to
return, to Kosovo
again.
All this as
Serbian
President
Siobodan Milosevic
achieves his plan to
"cleanse" Kosovo of

ing to escape slaughter. in New York. thouits ethnic Albanians.
sands of Albanians-Americans rush to their
As Serbs held conBy Merima Shaba
TY sets and to newspaper stands, to buy certs in Belgrade as
Contributing Writer
"Koha Ditore,' "Ilirija" and "Bota Sot," to . part of their propa-:
s NATO needed in Kosovo? The initial try to find out whether the villages and cities ganda,
Vuk
. Albanian-American reaction to NATO's
in which their relatives live have been
Drashkovic, a Serb
attacks on Serbian targets was very positive.
burned or bombed by Serbs.
nationalist
and
.. _Afte_t_t.b_e__ .J:~oJnbing b_a.!:L_s~art.ed" many ,
~ Clinton has said that the.NATO Serbian Minister who'
Albanians couldn't get in touch with thei-r bombings are not the reason why the ethnic
shares' Milosevics
fa~ilies i~ .Kosovo, and those ~ho '~poke to cleansing has escalated.
Albanianviews, appeared. on
thel~ f(l.f!1_1~~e~_~e~.~~__tha~.}h':_~~,t~.a~lon '"::~~ ..., Arn~!.ic~s and Albanians in Kosoyo a,gr:ee: __ CNN
saying,
get.tmg worse. Yet, AJ~ma,:,.-Am~ncan.s_~re ,NATO's action Js.,..n.o_t .the . reason~y: :tile
b- r 0 'tJce- t -g-: .
relieved to know that the world IS helping Serbs have accelerated the atrocities. Ethnic
Meanwhile,
those
defenseless Kosovars. As President Clinton cleansing has been going on since World
. "brothers," Albanian,
War II. In 1969, 3,000 Albanian men were
said, "If Slobodarr Milosevic is not going to
men, are being gathmake peace, we will limit his ability to make brought to Montenegro and executed. In
ered and taken as
war.". Albania~-Ainericans know that the
1990, poisonous chemicals were sprayed in
genocide operation was planned way. before the air all over Kosovos schools in order to human shields inside A crowd, of ethnic Albanian refugees reach for a loafofbread distribof military buildings uted from an Albanian Army truck in Kukes, Albania Thousands of
the ~mbing began, and Serbs would have brain damage
Albanian youth.
The
that NATO is likely to refugees continue to flood out of the Yugoslav province of Kosovo
do~e I~ anyway.
Albanian language was not even taught in
_ thro,ugh both national an:d regional borders. (AP Photo/Jerome Delay)
This ought to set Serbs back for at least schools in Kosovo, where Albanians at the . target. As NAT.O
I0 ye~rs," says ~ezi~ Berisha, a Kosovo time, made up 90 percent of the pop~lation,
bombs drop full of fire, the many candles
Albanian who resides In Queens and whose and since 1992 universities and Albanian
inside the military buildings burn out.
entire family of seven is inKosovo. -Berisha publications in Kosovo have been shut
While NATO is confronting Serbian taragrees with the NATO bombing strategy, down.
gets, Kosovo is being carpeted by corpses.
even though since the bombing started
Serbians plan to strip Kosovo of its intel"Tigers" are the brutal units of armed civilWedne~day, ~arch 25, 1999, he has~'t heard
lectual community.
Recently,
Serbian
ians known as "Arkan.' They drive jeeps,
from his .family, He knows that their house police went inside an elementary school,
execute Albanians and bum their houses.
forced
As these crimes against Kosovar Albanians
everyone out
continue, NATO is trying and Clinton is try"and executed
ing. Even though the situation in Kosovo
<all of the
has worsened and there are more and more
teachers and
Kosovars fleeing for their lives, Albanians in
Kosovo and New York still see NATO as
administraA Touch of Evil: Serb President Slobodan
tors in front
Milosovic (File Photo)
their savior.
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has been burned to ground, but he does not
know if they were able to flee or if they have
Yet. Berisha grimly says.
been executed.
"They are not, alone."
As Berisha's family and thousands of other
Kosovo Albanians rush toward the borders
of Montenegro. Albania and Macedonia try-

\

atrocities have accelerated. the Albanian
community in New York believes that it
can't get better before it gets worse.
On CNN. it hurts to see footage of mothers
feeding their babies' in the snow, a woman in
her 50's fainting, teenage boys and girls
weeping as they flee to neighboring countries. Then there are the _e~sa~~~_who are

.- - - - - - - .
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studentfrom Montenegro.:

A Region in Turmoil: Map of Kosovo and surrounding areas. Arrows indicate refugee movements.
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Part II Continued from last Issue
By Syed Bokbari
Senior Staff"Writer

In June 1995, China's telecommunications
minister made clear the intentions of the
Communist government regarding the Internet.
He stated that, "China will exercise control on
the information, [and] by linking with the
Internet, we do not mean the absolute freedom
of information."
Today, true to the above statement, the
Chinese government has done its best to maintain control over information circulating on the
Internet. The Communists have placed firewalls not only around pornographic material,
but also around any and all. pro-democracy litand documents criticizing the government's poor human rights record. Internet
access is also quite expensive so only the country's wealthiest can afford it. Users must also
register with the government, in case they participate in activity that may jeopardize the government's stranglehold on information.
....
Dissidents are persecuted in many ways, from
having their home searched to having their
email monitored.
One case that causedsome controversy is of
the US-based "e-mag" known as The Chinese
VIP Conference. The Chinese VIP Conference
is an electronic pro-democracy magazine run
by Chinese students and scholars. Every week
the magazine is emailed to more than 100,000
Internet users in China. Since the government
has no means by_ whi~h to reprimand an organ- _
ization that exists bevond its own borders. it
has started cracking down on its own citizens.
r,
I
i
Subscribers to the magazine -have had their
email monitored. homes searched and even
,
•
I
been arrested.
,
Lin Hai. an eptrepreneur in Shanghai. \"'3-~
arrested in March for selling a database of
30.000 email addresses to Vl]? Conference. He
had openly sold and exchanged email addresses as part of his online headhunting business. as
a result he "vas charged with "inciting the overthrow of national power."
Such cases are a testament to the severe lack
of civil liberties in China. Though regulation of
the Internet is a grueling task. the Chinese
Communists have nonetheless poured much
effort into it.
Singapore, has decided to treat the Internet as
a broadcast medium.Jt is thereforesubiectedjo _
the same laws as television and radio.
Singapore's Ministry of Information and the
Arts has focused on censoring the news and
sexually explicit material. Users are denied al and business tool. Much of the concern,
access to adult web sites, but they are also though, revolves around political discussion
denied 'access to information aoout legislation
the availability of pornography," As
in Parliament Access to information regarding ernments are attempting to maintain cultural
the famous Michael Fey caning incident, for standards and public control.
ex~n:IJ~I~_w~_stJj~!Ij'_ I.!~~~.
In Europe, there is a general concern sur-

erature

restored. Also, such discussion groups are
accessible via other means on the Internet, so
users were able to find these groups anyway. In
the end, most of the Usenet groups were
restored, as the initial ban was ineff;ctive.
British Trade and lTidusfiy Minister, Ian
Taylor, stated that Parlian!ent ~ to take a
voluntary approach to regulating the Internet.
The Internet Service Providers Association
(lSPA) was launchedinMay of'I996 with the
intention of creating its own code of ethics.
"The only alternative to voluntary action,"
commented Taylor, "is increased political pressure for legislation in various areas. That pressure may get increasingly hard to resist."
Voluntary action by Internet Service
Providers to regulate themselves is a possible
solution to issues concerning censorship and
the Internet. ISP's certainly have the 'knowledge and experience in dealing with this rapidly evolving technology that misinformed and
ignorant government officials lack. Also, ISP's
are more likely to interact with users to forrnulatea code of usage and ·ethics, since they rely
on users to support their businesses financially.
Concerning pornography on the Internet, it is
foolish and unethical to simply create a blanket
law dealing with such a powerful medium.
People fear their own. ignorance and are quick
to act irrationally. The Supreme Court should
be commended for its insight in dealing with
the Reno V ACLU case andrealizing the distinction between broadcast media and the
Internet. A solution to the problem of minors
accessing adult material would be increased
parental interaction and guidance, althoughj __
such a reality would have a hard time manifesting itself in our fast paced society.
:I
.
. Charg~n.&,~Qtt>iW.m. fees .for .Im~metac(-:'.-:
I
and.. in tum, allowing. access, to only. wealthy I
I
individuals is highly unethical. Doing so sur-l
presses growth of the Net and denies many i
individuals access to information from which I
they may benefit.
The suppression of political thought and the
persecution of dissident opinion must come to
an end. Living in a so-called "liberated" society such as the United States, we tend to take
freedoms for granted. Although citizens 0
places such as China are denied such rights by
their government, they have the moral and ethical right to discuss the governing body that
rules every aspect their lives. The international community .must make- .such-human -rights
.. violations. a priority. The most effective and
ethical actions a government could take is to set
up its own web pages corWiining'its own views
The flaw in this action was that not only were and policies, This creates· a aridogue between
users in Germany denied access to ttie~e the people and their government, rather than
groups, but subscribers allover the world
. repressing their basic human rights.
denied access as well. Many of them threatened to cancel their subscriptions to
CompuServe's services if they were not ---- --- -- - - --- '---

The suppression of'political thought and the persecution ofdissident opinion
must come to an end.
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Managing Your
TilTIe
By Jonathan Caronia
fj

Stoff Writer

As a college student, maybe this scenario is
familiar to you: I1's nearing midnight, on say, a
Sunday, as you mentally go over the assignments you must do for tomorrow. your heart
begins to pound with the dreadful sense that no
matter how hard you work, you will not be
able to finish everything. "Why," you angrily
ask yourself, .• why did I allow myself to pro.
. ?"
crastmate..;
agam.
As I have matured, I have come to see that
success in college, and in life, hinges upon
using time wisely. Time management is the
tool by which we £afl~aeoompJ.isll--mJr goals
effectively. If time is squandered, it never

comes back. So, how can we make the most of
our time? There are several strategies or methods that have helped, and continue to help, me
become a better and more productive student.
First, you must have a goal. Why are you in
college anyway? What do you want to achieve
this semester? This week? Today? Do you
want to become a great accountant? A banker?
Did you come here to get dates? Whatever
your goal is. define it-elearly, and prepare to
organize your time so that this goal becomes
the primary focus in your life.
After you define what you want to do. take
steps to see' your goal become a reality.
Practically speaking. a day planner is necessary. Choose a high quality model, with suffi-
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cient space under each day, as well as space for
phone numbers. This day planner is to become
the center of your life. That may sound funny,
but it's true. Every commitment, assignment
and important phone number should be logged
in that book. It should be scanned every day,
at least once, to see what's coming up.
Thereby telling you what you have to do
immediately, and what can wait a while.
Another asQeCt of planning that has helped
me, is having a list of daily goals. Every day,
on my way to school, I write down in my book
what I wish to accomplish today. How am I
going to use this day to come closer to accomplishing my greater goal? It is an empowering
feeling to write down a list of goals in the
morning that seems too long, and cross off the
last one by evening. Daily goals keep you
focused, and allow you to take more control of
your daily life.
Another important aspect of student success
is knowing your teacher's personality. Teacher
personalities play a big part in tests and grading poticies. Some teachers are immovable in
their rules" and expect a great deal form you,
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others are flexible, while some are downright
lazy! Knowing about your teacher can help'
you to prepare for his or her exams. You
should also know that a harder teacher's class
has to take precedence over other classes,
especially if that class is in your major. Talk to
your teachers early in the semester to find out
what is expected of you. Talking to your
teachers will also allow them to get to know
you and identify you as a serious student. And,
of course, you never get a second chance to
make a first impression.
~ This simple list of rules has helped .me
tremendously while in college, and I am certain that they will help -me in life outside of
college as well. By managing time, we manage our life, and are thus given a sense of control over our world.
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If you have any comments, questions or suggestions, email them to me, Jonatnan Caroma
at Redfox9@hotmail.com.
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LACK OF'PROFESSIONALI.SM4
CATCHES UP TO SECURI.TY
-
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Students have been doing their
share of complaining as of late when it
comes to the job, or lack there of, don~
by security here at Baruch.
Tht: most recent questions concerning what security officers do at
Baruch were raised after Yankun Huang
fell to her death from the 13th floor of
the . 18th Street building. A student
allegedly reported the incident to security. According to the student, Huang
was there one minute and gone th~ next.
Security went to the window, looked,
saw nothing and that was it. Looking
out the window just isn't enough.
Maybe the security guard could have
checked the surrounding area outside on
the ground floor. The missing student
who allegedly committed suicide wasn't found until four days later. How
qualified are the security officers here at
Baruch if it takes them four days to get
a job done that should have taken only
one?
Campus peace officers participate in a six and a half week training
period conducted by CUNY at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice and at
Lehman College. All campus peace
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officers are trained in the laws of New
York State, constitutional law, communication skills, conflict resolution,
ethics, culture and gender diversity, sexual harassment, community policing,
defusing volatile situations, handling
emotionally disturbed persons, first aid,
CPR, drug awareness, workplace hazards and safety and City University
environment, among many other areas.
It seems just a little peculiar that security, with all their training, could not find
a missing body on Baruch's own premises for four days.
Our editors also found this to
be odd and confronted security officials
about it only to be given the run-around.
Well, Section 20 of the US Code, Title
I092f states that "Each institution participating in any program under this title
that maintains a police or security
department of any kind shall make,
keep, and maintain a daily log, written
in a form that can be easily understood,
recording all crimes reported to such
police or security. departments, 'including the nature, date, time and general
location of each crime." These reports
should be open to the public within two

days. of the actual occurrence. If the
case is under continuous investigation
and if any information leaked to the
public could jeopardize the case, the
incident does not have to be reported.
In the case of Huang, it is
understandable that security did not
have the report available for the public.
What seems odd is that an editor for the
Ticker had to show this rule to security
in order to see their logs. The logs
themselves appeared disorganized and
did not contain descriptions of the variousincidents that occur in our school.
What also seems odd is that when editors, tried to make an appointment with
Henry McLaughlin, the director of
security at Baruch, no appointments
were available.
Also, when editors
went to the assistant directors of security, they pointed them in the direction of
the director who conveniently wasn't
there to answer any questions. When
one editor left a message, he witnessed
on three separate occasions, his message being crumbled, ripped and thrown
out.

THE FLEECING OF CIS STUDENTS
Nation-wide there has been a push
to emphasize the importance of computer
IjteJ(lcY~_._Al!c! __ ~() __!l~!Ucll~_s~udents have
toanswered the bell. signing up Inmajor in CIS. But what they don't know is
what the Baruch administration and CIS
department heads haven't been telling them
- until recently that is. The CIS program is in
dire straits.
Meanwhile. Baruch has been
recruiting more CIS majors. even going so
far as to advertise in The New York Times.
The message is clear, and reads like an Army

droves

recruitment poster: Baruch wants you! But
-should we. the students, want Baruch?
Essentially. Baruch is practicing
false . advertising. If the College can't
accommodate the CIS students they already
have. then why does the administration seek
to compound its problem?
Baruch's administration is proud
to point out that we are the first CUNY college to abolish remediation. but if their own
house isn't clean, do they have the right to
complain about ours? Perhaps the administration should get their own' act together

before they blame students.
This shameful CIS debacle which
ha~ been going on for the past 10 years is yet
another example -of -the --administratiorH -reactive. as opposed to proactive, policy
making. It took persistent reporting by three
Ticker staff 'members. to produce moderate .
changes. Though the changes willhelp, they
wiJJ by no means stop the bleeding. CIS is
still in crisis.
It is time to stop lying to 'the students. Baruch dropped the ball. Now let's
pick up the pieces and move forward.

..
vive," we didn't know that in order to get an
education, it meant becoming super-human.
The purpose ofa public institution of
higher learning is to provide opportunities for
those who cannot afford a pri vate education. It
is supposed to accommodate those of us who
are displaced by the price systems of this market economy. Even minimalists agree that the
public should educate its members as it is
essential to the society's well being.
Economists can boldly declare, without maki_ng any assumptions, that an education is a
worthwhile investment with bountiful returns.
While we all want a quality education and high
academic standards. we must haveaccessibilitv.
While some may herald these as
measures to stop "good taxpayer dollars" from
being wasted on "bad" students. we must look
beyond the rhetoric. Let's take a look at the students that these proposals will really affect
They aren't the ones that have to be force-fed
an education, they are working hard everyday.
balancing school and employment, battling the
adverse conditions of lower-income communi-

ties and they are not asking for a free
lunch. They only want to be allowed
to sit at the table.
Of course there are always
other worthwhile uses for tax revenue.
. Why would we want to help people
become productive contributors to
society when we can subsidize sports
complexes instead?
First there was CUNY
workfare, then CAP: now this.
Proposals that go against the spirit of
public education. I(this- continues our - .
colleges will become institutions of
only-some-of-the-public education,
It's easy to imagine an immense pool
of cheap manual labor and consumer
slaves looming on the horizon.
In the interest of "raising
the bar" are we actually raising a wall
against those for whom these institutions were created?

I wanted to reply since last semester'sprank
in TJ:1e Ticker issue, but I guess that I really
should have spoken out about how wrong
Syed Bokhari was. I am also in complete
agreement with Linda Johnson. We need more
active women like her to speak out against
profanities those of Mr. Syed Bohkari. Thank
you for your cooperation.
Hedi Wothhingtotl
I believe that Syed Bokahri owes Linda·
Johnson a full apology, publicly! There are
many other students like me in support of
Linda Johnson to ban offensive material in
your newspaper. Let it begin with Mr.
Bokbari. '
Name Withheld
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. Hello.1 am responding to that obscene writer
Syed Bokhari in the last issue ofTIle Ticker. I
believe that Syed is an ignorant, self righteous
bastard who has nothing better to do than just
put down the Black women. And as a Black
woman myself I cannot allow this to happen.
We support you Linda Johnson! I also want
Syed Bohkari banned from The Ticker. I do
not know if that is possible, but I do not think
I really should be paying my tuition to see
ignorant people like him write slanderish
material like that in any publication! And
please tell Syed Bokhari to keep his filthy
hands out of his pants.
Mary jane ,

Photography
Julie Mae Dojillo, David Blanks
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Hey Syed Bokhari! Yeah you, the one with
the hands in his pants! Do me a favor you
chicken wacker! Take your index finger and
your thumb, slap that on your forehead!
Guess what you gots? LOSER!
Name Withheld
This letter is in support of Linda Johson's
crusade against that obscene former editor
Syed Bokhari. I too, am a single black parent
with a child who attends Baruch's High
schoool.located on the 18th street building.
My teenager has found Syed's work to be
. lude, immature, and offensive. Pleasereprimand this horrible writer soon!
Thank you for your time.
Teresa Wilson
Rumor Mill:
I think Syed Bokhari and Adam Coozerare
actually lovers! Are you sure Syed wasn't
really the dog in the story?
Joe Hill

I am in full supoort of Linda Johnson in the
previous Ticker. The coming of the 21st
Century Black woman will not be oppressed
any longer! Syed Bokhari can go to hell for all
I care. He was useless -in The Ticker anyway.
Deja Fonve
How could you let that arrogant son of a bitch
reIply to that kind lady like that? Have you no
heart at all? 1 think that Ms. Johnson is
distressed by what Syed Bohkari said. I think
that crack about her two kids was really mean
and totoally uncalled for.. Who does this bastard think he is? I think he's been jerking 0
in that picture for way to
long! Lokie Dill

1. have one question. Do all Arts and
Entertainment editors beat their monkey?
If so, is David Lo going to pull another "Syed
Loser Prank" again? And is David Lo going to
place a picture of himself playing with himself. If so, then can I have his phone r.umber
and email address? I thinkhe'skinda cute. plus
he has a nice ass as welL. Dave Holmes
Hello. I am an inmate at Riker's Island serving a life sentence for murder one. I am-writing this letter in support of Syed's work in the
Ticker. Ms. Linda Johnson has a point too, but
its different. I use to go to Baruch as well
. before I snuffed someone out for dissing my
girt. Syed, me and the hommies down here at
Rikers support you alI the way. And if you
ever end up at Rikers we'll take good care 0
you. Raul Velaz
I think that I may be the only persori who has
even given the time of day to support Linda
Johnson. I don't know what upbringing Mr.
Bohkari has, but I do know that he is just one
nasty person. I'd be afraid to meet him in real
life. Who does that imbecile really think he
is? And what does he know about real art?
And what does he know about real sex? What
an imbecile for a Baruch student. He makes us
all look bad by the way he responded to Linda
Johnson. And the way he insiflted her precious
children! That .was completely uncalled for. I
want him to offer a full agology to Linda .
Johnson. It is a step towards him rescinding
his previous remarks.
...
Tamara Jay

,
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Yo, what up peoples! This letter is' in the'
defense of Ms. Johnson. It's mothers like. her
thatr~aUy.-makea difference.·
ortd of ours. Syed Bokhari is just a fuckmg
chump who gots nothing better to 'do with his
boring pathetic life: So Syed B. you are a
damn loser in my book for attacking a black
woman with kids! Peace out! Name withheld

Does that loser Syed Bohkari still write for
yous guys at the ticker?! You should kick that
fucking loser out! He's nothing but a prick
anyway! Name Withheld

Facing The "Facts" Of Indian History

"The Other Side Of The Story..."

By Punit Bahri
depicted in the Sikh Scriptures. Guru Tegh Bahadur
This is about Nauman A. Khan's letter on India's
was beheaded in Delhi by Aunmgzeb because he
_exhibit Firstly, I must say that the author was not
refused to convert. Thereafter, Gulp Gobind Singh
well informed. Muslims Tom Persia and then
started the Khalsa to fight the tyrannies of
Mongols. started invading India in 640 A.D.
Aurangzeb. These were known as Sikhs. During,
Mahmud Ghazni raided India 16 times and plun- .this period the Gurus's sons wert:captured, asked to
dered Delhi before he was finally successful in ruinconvert and when ~ refused, they were cemented
ingthe famous SomnathTempie. QlengezKhan and
in a wall. If you choose to deny the pictures presentTaimur Lang ruined whatever they stepped on. The
ed in the exhibition you might as well deny the
Hindu Kush Mountain is named after those 100,000
whole existence of the· Sikh religim .
Hindu slaves that died in one night trying to cross the
There are many Muslims who pride themselves as
bein
g the W1~
..1:-..... ~lUal.ll;)
...I~..I~....... of the Persians and
mountain. 1bese people were not trying to migrate,
they .were being forced into slavery by 1;yrants like
Mongols. But I am sure that Bengali Muslims, South
Ghazni, Chengez Khan and Taimur Lang.
Indian Muslims and GtgratiMuslims are not in any .
- . -- PleaSe recheCk the fads aboUt die flourishing---"- -shape or fooD reJatrrl to their &;t~
Indian society under the Muslim rule, Sati, wheIIndeed there was lot ofmoney in the 16th and the
young widows burned themselves. carne, for thefir&
17th centuries. but it wasn't ,used wisely. The rulers
time, into practice after Muslim invasions started
never invested ~ money ~ the economy or ~er
YOlUlg women burned themselves alive, rather than
~ the saences. Ind18 neversaw the ~
be raped and forced in concubinage by Muslim sol- .. ' revolution, what w~ saw was ~ construd1OD a
Magnum Opus, T8J MahaI. It IS the mast beautiful
diers. Hindus were forced to pay Jizah, a special
religious tax levied by the Muslim rulers on Hindus.
thing in the world rot was it necessary to spend 635
Any1xxly who could not pay this tax had to covertor
crore rupees (Which is approximately $635 million.
choose death. Obviously the poor class or the
In this scenario even inflation can't be taken into
Achhut,as you have mentioned,couldn't pay thetax.
consideration) in mid 16OO's,on a ~b'? ~ that
Jizah was only abolished once for 40 years during
money belong to-the empemr ? I can t unagme what
the rule of Akbar. Due to lack of roads and proper
that money woukl be worth today if it had been
infiastructure the Sultan Dynasty and the M~
invested properly.
Dynasty could
role over the all of India If you
Your pointis well ~ that hate ~. not be
read about the demographics ofIndia before partition
al~owed to spread. butthe intentoftheexhibition was
you will clearly see that the majority of the Muslim
HIstory N?T~. One should be able to face ~
population was found in the northern states where
facts and live.with them. One ~lN not deny the histhey ruled and not in the southern or central part of
tory because If you start denymg then go the whole
I dia,
nine yards. Deny the Holucast, the Annenian genon 1
British I the
The only time there was peace in the subcontinent
cide, the African slave trade, the
ru e,
was late in the role ofAkbar. Babur, ruthlessly con- complete existence of the Sikh religion, Denial will
quered India but died soon after. Hwnanyun's throne
never give you a true insigh~ o~ life, rather face up to
wasseized by Sher Shah Suri. Aurangzeb forcefully
it ~ make sure that such incidents do not happen
converted Hindus and those were the times.that ~
agam.

0:

Contributors
Silverrav, Leisa Gibson
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Hi! This letter is to comment on how Syed
Bokhari insulted Linda Johnson. I mean, I
read the issue where I saw those two words
and I also believe that Syed is just stuck up! I
mean come on did you see the last issue? The
arts sections just had his 'damn ugly mug plastered all over the damn arts section! The comments Linda Johnson had about his
"Shameless Vanity" were right on the mark.
As for that stupid editor who thinks he's
soooo big just becasue he interviewed Jerry
Springer, he can just get a real life and start
respecting other people besides his own sorry
ass selfl And when is Mr. Blanks going to
respond to all this mud slinging that's going
on? Linda Johnson won that last argument,
hands down! I love the part about when she
refers to what his hands were doing in that picture of Syed! My friends and I were dying at
that loser. What Linda Johnson said seems so
true. Jon Zaehs'
----_

not

-James Murphy, director offinancial aid and
undergraduate admissions

'"

David Blanks . . . . . . . . . . . Editor-in-Chief
ticker_eic@Scsu.baruckcuny.edu

David Blanks
. Editor-in-Chief

"I believe the [Interim] President
is student oriented. "

.

-

Leah Williams .......•.. Web Master

THE DEMISE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN NY
As the Schmidt Commission prepares its report on ways to improve standards
at CUNY, Governor Pataki has made his contribution to what appears to be the demise of
public education in New York State.
By proposing to increase TAP credit
requirements to 15 for 75 percent of tuition, as
opposed to 12 for 90 percent, Governor Pataki
has stealthily inserted what amounts to a lessfor-more clause into the budget plan. They
demand more from us. and in return they will
give us less,
The Governor's spin doctors minimize this observation by stating that if students
graduate on time, four years for baccalaureate
students and two years for associates. they will
be reimbursed the 15 percent difference as a
bonus, This carrot may be enough to cause
many to sheepishly follow the program, but
anyone who can tie their shoelaces will realize
that this is essentially setting up some of our
hardest working and dedicated students for
failure. For every one that meets this requirement, how' many will fall by the wayside.
While we all know that "only the strong sur-

Bar1J.chStlldellts Up I n s
Over Obscene .For'mez- Editor

Editorial- APRIL 14, 1999

;

Friend Of Yankun Huang Speaks On Her
Tragic Death
"To a very dear friend:"
Dear Ms. Tabuteau,
This letter is in__regard to the recent tragic
Fate has led you through many twists and
accident of'Yankun Huang. (And I am not tryturns. through which avoidance has never been
ing to be rude or anything, but her name is
the answer.but only a determination to overspelled Yankun, NOT Yankum.) I read your
come.
article about her and it saddens me to see that
not a lot of people really knew her at Baruch.
It is for this that you will be remembered,
They know her as "the girl who jumped off the
how strong you were. and the advice you never
18th street building", not Yankun HUaJl& my
hesitated to give.
friend.
I want to express my feelings about the circumstances surrounding heraccident~ The ~'O ~YOU gave us many memorzestO cherish.
security system in the 18th street building
with the passing whisper ofyour wisdom.
needs to be reevaluated because of the way
for you will always be etched into our hearts.
they handled the situation. They did not listen
rest peacefully. our friend,
to a studeni who informed them of a potential
Sandy Tse
accident;it was devastating. to Yankun's family
"--".!I!!!I!!~
I!!I!~IJ!I!I!!"'-_
OMING S
N!!!
for them to find out that she was close by all
along. This could have ended a lot sooner other
The TlCKER~ TALK
than putting her family and friends through
Hotline
such an ordeal. Also, it's, a shame that it takes
an accident of tbissort for the school to decide
Voice your .concerns !
to put locks on all of the bathroom windows. It
should have been done a long time ago and
such an accident could have been prevented.
I would deeply appreciate it if you would print
this letter because I feel that the students at
Baruch should hear the other side of the story.
Yankun should be remembered for not how she
died, but the person that she was and the lives .
that she touched.
And as someone who knew her personally, I
wrote- a poem as a tribute to her on my behalf
~ well as for all of her family and friends.

-.

••

Theo inions exp~sed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily. re~resent the o~ini~ns o~ The1!cker editorial sta~. ~ TIcker accepts only.
typew~~en and signed opinion pieces of ~o more th~ 750 wor~s from Baruch~olleges~~ts. Publication of Op-Ed articl~ 15 contingent. upon ~ editonal board. y~te. Lf:~e~
t be
that 350 words, typewntten and SIgned. Unsigned letters Will not bepublished~. However, when appropnate, names Will be WIthheld upon request. Wnters
no ~dored
.and .
evening
telephone'
numbers. All submissions are subject to editing
pieces and letterS to the Op-Eds editor.
smhus
au1d proVl
eya
. .
.... . for space and clarity. Address all opinion
.
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Auto Makers Bet Fuel Cells Will Be
'Gas of the Future'
By Danny Birk

Staff Writer

•

APRIL 14, 1999

powered cars will be massed produced for public consumer use.
Ballard has many products that offer their
fuel cell technology. Clean bus engines have
been at the forefront of research. Chicago was
chosen as one of three major cities to test buses
powered by fuel cells. The Chicago Transit
Authority added its first zero-emission fuel cell
buses into service at a ribbon-cutting ceremony
March 16, 1998. This project is scheduled to
last two years. The CTA and Ballard are hoping
to increase the number of zero-emissions buses
if the project is a success. CTA President Frank
Kruesi stated in a issue of Passenger Transport
March 30, 1998, "This is a exciting time for the
Chicago Transit Authority -as we venture out
into a new frontier for public transit by putting
these fuel cell buses to the real test-on the
streets of Chicago. This city, the CTA and especiallv . our customers will benefit from the
improved air quality fuel cell buses will bring:'

When we think about the next futuristic
vehicle, images of the flying Dalorean from
Back to the Future and George Jetson's car that
folds into a brief case come· to mind.
Manufacturers have been designing funky exteriors and spectacular features on their new
models. However, what is less publicized by
the media are the engines that will power these
revolutionary vehicles.
Car companies around the world are scrambling to provide consumers with alternatives to
gas pol1uting engines. Alreadyin California,
strict legislation has been passed to help curb
the amount of pollution cars generate. Toyota
and Honda have brought to market hybrid vehicles powered by both electric and gas engines
with a sticker price in the $45.000. Due to this
hefty price tag the market currently remains
small for these
. cars.
.
The future of the clean car, many industry
analyst say. belongs to neither the battery nor
the hybrid, but to the hydrogen fuel cell.
t
Ballard Power system of Burnaby. Br.itish
Columbia is the fiiirloevelopmglfilsTecnnoto- - --.
g:. The company trades on Nasdaq (BLDPF)
and on}he~Toronto$tQCk Exchange (BLD:TO).
~e~e. ~powe.~ed
The techno~gy~tfleyae~empea~""ttYtbogen. - -~a gas that-can be stored in tanks or extracted
from fuels such as gasoline or menthol. and
turned into electricity. Ford and Mercedes have
With deregulation of the energy industry in
invested over $1 billion in the Canadian firm.
the United States. Ballard hopes their station",\Ve made this investment in Ballard to help
al") power plants become cost-effective alternadevelop it to the point that it [the engine] is
tives to current power plants. Locations that are
affordable," says Bobbie Gaunt. chief execufar from power lines can rely on Ballard's
tive officer at Ford Motor Company. Ford and
power stations. Ballard's 250-Kilowatt fuel cell
Mercedes are projecting by 2004 hydrogen
~

"Ballard's fuel cell
I
powE!r p an s are more
efficient-than-compabl' d ·
I
ra e
_

units, ,i!sulti",g-Hr--'1
.
. ·.
--- ,;
ower operating costs.

0-

power plant can be transported
to any home or small business.
According to Ballard's 1997
Annual Report "Ballard's fuel
cell power plants are more effi-

The' Ballard Fuel Cell
r·_·········_·····_- PEM (Proton

I

.
I
cient thdan co~parable diesel powere
Units, resulting in "rF=u-e-I-F=I-ow-F.....i-e-ld-p-la-te-h
lower
operating
costs....
,....:..t" -,::i.. .:-,:.',.:. J1.:P ":
Maintenance should be less frequent because there 'are no ..,F::-u-e...,.l-=li::-o..".R~e-c...,.ir-c-u"...la-temoving parts in the fuel cell
where the power is produced."
DaimlerChrysler AG on
March 17, 1999 unveiled a
compact car that runs on fuel
cells, seats five people, goes Heat (85
280 miles between refueling degrees
and travels as fast as 90 mph. celsius)
WaterThis was DaimlerChrysler's
cooled
forth prototype concept car I L - - - - - . I
based on Ballard's technology.
The newest prototype is L 100 Fuel (Hydrogen)
pounds heavier than an equivalent gas powered car. However, this model was the first to offer
room for five due to the ability
to shrink the size of previous
engines. In other recent news.
~ Honda Motor Co. has issued
l

.BaJ.Jard a $2 1 millio.D.£..QDJ@c;..t
to Sttpp-f-y them with fuel cells

and other technologies.
Ballard is in a position to
dom inate the future global
engine industry if auto makers
consent-to this new technology. Ballard's stock
over the last three years has been as low as $9
and as high as $40. One analyst predicted that
if this technology is widely accepted Ballard

.. : .." .... w

Exchange Membrane)
Oxidant Row
Field Plate
Exhaust--Unused
.;;.::,. Air And Water
Vapor (No
Pollution)
Low Temperature
Electrochemical'
Process (85
degrees celsius)

.. Air

The Ballard
~H:lel-€e+l---- - -

.

(left) and
how it works

- above):"

could sec its stock price hit $400 per share Ic\els. This technology might not have been in the
Jetson's flying spacecraft. but it could be under
the hood of your next car.
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Young Entrepreneur Excels In Decorative Painting Business
.

By Dov Gertzulin
BUSiness
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Editor

of running a small business with virtually no
financial support began to afflict Liptak.
"We did a bunch ofjobs for about $30,000.
and we thought we were doing really well, but
our cash flow was horrible and our expenses
were far greater than our revenues," she says.
Suddenly. before Liptak could tum around, she
was in a pile of debt. She couldn't borrow
money from the bank since her business had no
track record. Her parents refused to lend her

orate a new store for upscale clothing retailer
Barney's, in Chicago.
However, while Liptak did receive the contract, she had no money to buy supplies or pay
for a crew. But after convincing her parents that
this job would really work out they lent
her some money for supplies, and she
borrowed some more from a credit card she
can't even remember. Even with this small cash
inflow, she still couldn't pay a crew, so she con-

Imagine being an art student without much
of a business plan. money, or a direction, and
build a highly successful decorative company.
Sounds too much like a movie? Meet Agnus
Liptak, owner of Fresco Decorative Painting, a
well-known niche- player in the design business.
Liptak opened-her- business in 1991. "T1fao---anlv-mcJTe'---ml:mc~~tee-tftev-~:HlI-d--I~pWttiI1~----.:
their retirement money on the line. And then, in
early 1992, when it seemed as if there would be
no hope for Fresco, Liptak was introduced to
the credit card.
"I began to fund my whole business on credit cards," Liptak says. At her "peak period,'
she recalls having more than ten cards. with
practically all of them "maxed out." While this
may sound irresponsible, many small businesses, especially in the highly competitive store
design business are going to credit cards as
no clue how to pay the rent, so I decided painta lender of last resort, according' to Steve
ing would be a good idea," she says. She began
vinced some of her friends to work without getGrossman, a decorative design consultant with
to paint small pictures in -homes, and her reputing
paid untH after the job. ~It was living on
tation grew by word of mouth. After a while, Office Essentials. Mr. Grossman, who deals
the edge," she recalls. '.
Liptak would receive phone calls from friends ,with many small design firms like Fresco,
When she thought things couldn't get
of friends of friends, who would say, "Hey, I thinks that the field is overcrowded. and that
worse, they did. Much worse, actually.
heard you do painting, can you paint a bird on banks are reluctant to lend money to
While in Chicago all she could afford for
the decorative design firms since most are
my bathroom wall?"
recent startups. ""I have decorative design peo- her crew of six was one hotel· room: This
So after doing small work with a modest
was on top of exhausting I8-hour workdays
p Ie come to me every day and ask me how they
amount of success, Liptak decided to launch
Liptak had to worry about her
can get money:' Mr. Grossman says. "Almost when
Fresco Decorative Painting. a decorative paintwork today, and how it would be financed
ing and design company based 'in lower all are recently started with no profit r.istory, so
tomorrow. ""We were working in Barney's
1 tell them to find a low interest credit card,
Manhattan. For financing, she even seems a litsub-basement with an open sewer and rats
since no bank will give them money," Mr.
tle surprised that she started with such a low
running by us-it was hell," she says. To
Grossman added.
sum, and blushes as she says: "Just $5,000 and
For one year Fresco was on the brink of olos- make matters worse, she ran out of money
a loan from my parents. After the first day
before finishing the job, and the hotel evicted
of buying office supplies and paying the -rent- --in~wll, and Liptak's situation ~as....&!:owing_ .
her
the crew, Director of development and
bleaker by the day. In early 1993, however,
I was broke."
l
design
at
Barney's, Steve Dronin, was out of
It was at this point in time that the realities Liptak received her big break, a contract to dec-

"I" had no clue how to
pay the rent, so I decided painting would be a
good idea."

and

town and could not be reached for 'comment
concerning Fresco.
But like any hard charging entrepreneur,
Liptak pulled through and finished the job.
Barney's then contracted her for two more
stores, in New York and San Francisco, and
paid for her and her crew's accommodations.
Finally. she was beginning to see the fruits of
her labor and expanded her staff to 25 people.
In 1995 she moved Fresco to a new building on
Manhattan's historic Lafayette Street where she
was able to reilt-~OOO squareree-r,Iarll'roie-than the overcrowded 1,700 square feet she was
using at the time. Currently. her clients are a
"who's who" of designers, homeowners and
restaurants. This list includes DKNY, Armani,
Barney's, -and the Russian consulate.
However, Liptak's success seems to have
taken a toll on her. For example, at age 37, she
now has a tired look on her face. True she has
grown her business from approximately
$130,000 in revenue in 1991 to over $1.3 million toady, but she talks of selling it and getting
into a business with fewer headaches. She
would also like to spend more time with her
six-month-old daughter, and her husband.
,,,A lot of small business owners start out
charging thinking they will change the world,"
says Moshe Banal, professor of m-anagement at
Baruch College's Zicklin School of Business
and an expert on the motivation, reactions and
perceptions of people in the workplace.
"However, after a few years of living hell, in
which you have to wear two hats, one of the
owner and manager, and the second as an
employee, you begin to get worn-out and frustrated," Banai added.
Does anyone want a New York
decorative design firm with a list of top
notch clients?
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ICONS OF INDUSTRIAL EXPANSIONAn exhibit of Precisionist prints

•

by Vanessa Singh'
Arts Editor
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ICONS OF INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION, an exhibit of Precisionist prints, on
display at the Sidney Miskin Gallery,
showcases the sleek, industrial-oriented
works of precisionist printmakers such as
EDWARD LANDON. JAN MATULKA ,
and HOWARD COOK. Precisionism was
most prominent during the twenties when
the American economy was booming and'
.
technological innovation enabled "indUstry'
to expand at an extraordinary rate. The advent of these man-made
oddities fueled the creative fires of many artists, inspiring them to
tum to the austere, mechanical medium of printmaking to express
their artistic vision of the industrial era The images created were
sleek, geometric, & spacious works dominated by the presence of
humanity's artificial creations.
.
Most of the prints on exhibit at the gallery, were completely devoid of the human presence yet none depicted humanity'S creations as abberations or atroicities but instead, reflected the grand
majestic design of the creations which have taken on
.. a life of their own. EveR iR the--wi>rks-thatcontained
a few human figures, the presence was minimal, only
-' a minor contributing element, adding to theoverall
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-sctleflrte-ef lhiRgs but DOt 9ccomiag &he ceAuaJ f.ocus .
. of those works.
The crisp, simplistic, and precise imagery of
HOW1RD COOK'S Skyscraper, LOUIS LOZOWICK'S Crane, and "ARNOLD RONNEBECK'S Wall
Street accurately convey the almost brusque geometricity of modern architecture. Strong, expansive
images like VICTORIA EBBELS HUTSON HUNTLEY'S Steam and Steel No. 2 offer a humble perspective of the creations of humanity. The impact
and influence of industrialization upon the artist during the earlier half of the century parallels the rampant technological boom which gave birth to the
.:.: .
modern computer era. The industrial expansion of
._ ~__
the 1920's has inspired the artists of that period in the"
~ame way that todays computertechnology has revolutionized the fields of advertising .and graph- IC arts, making it possible for extraordinary pieces of computer-generated works to be created.
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ICONS OF INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION
is now being exh ibited
at the Sidney Miskin Gallery
located at 135 E 22nd street
from March 18 to April 22,1999.
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Kin Ping: How did you decide to retain
that Asian influence while growing up in a
Western world?
Haroon: We know it's some of the finest
music in the world! We could branch out and
get into anything-music is music. It's international, like art. I think people should use it
more to communicate with people; music is a
good medium. We used to have an organization called League of Joi Bangladesh to promote and publicize our culture. We were fusing everything together, it wasn't necessarily secluded to just the Eastern or Indian sound. We
can ~ off with a chant of an Indian vocalist or a Chinese bell and then we' d make the whole
music around that sound. That's why we've got loads of different genres of music. You can't
pigeonhole' us.
Kin ~ing:. It:s g~at that you two have been doing this together for so long and avoiding
possible sibling rtvalry- do you both have the same direction in your music?
Farook (laughing): We're on the same planet at least.
H~roon: Well ~e ~ig~t want the music to sound like- visually, a monkey climbing up a tree
WIth a banana 10 his right hand and I'm thinking in his left. hand but we still got the tree there
and the monkey there,
a-rdO~~\VttetnVe"-ctim·ct
......rt~'s--qtrite geodbeeaese we Me·bfetheJ"s. ~have-ourmotives.and
objectives [that we want tora~hieve.We head towards thatand we draw "a compromise. It's
not always a perfect world, i{n'ever is for anybody regardless butc:
Haroon: (laughing) Sometimes it's worse!

Faroo~: It's definitely ~ ,benefit for

us to be brothers. I'm sure it wouldn't have lasted this long
otherwise because there s no way a band would stick it out for seven years ofjust playing gigs
and doing it with three single releases.
Kin Ping: Why didn't you slgrfwith-a-re-cord company?
Haroon: These guys. Real World, give us our total artistic freedom. That's one of the main
reasons we didn't want to sign. [Companies] waved lots of money in our faces but it wasn't the
rig~t ~im~. This c~pany does s~it us so we couldn't have asked for. a better record company.
They re like a family, Peter Gabriel's label. and we've got Virgin who's doing the marketing so
we've got full backing over here.

••
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~_-joi
by Kin Ping Koo

Sponsored by

Staff Writer

··Student D8v.~opm."t & Coun,eling

The title ofthis album fairly sums up what Joi is all about- unification. These boys
really mix it up. Filled with traditional Western techno electronic flavor fused with exotic
Eastern chants and instruments, this unique album takes you and electronica to another level.
JOI: ONE AND ONE IS ONE is amazingly funky and spiritual, [using the frenetic aspect of
electronic music with threads offun. free-spirited. colorful Asian vibes. It s nonstop. dance. .yet:
while your bbdy is breaking away your mind is stroked by the glorious, soothing spirtual beats.
Go pick up this CD today and let go!

Joi is comprised of Forook and Haroon Shamsher: a Bengali DJ brother team raised
in London.' They use their music 10 promote cultural awareness. and despite being raised in a
Western culture they have been true to their Eastern roots. I had the. opportunity to chat with
"the Joi boys recently on their first trip to the States, fresh from London and chain smoking
'\
their way through jet-log.
Kin Ping: Where are your roots?
a

Kin Ping: Does Joi mean anything?
Haroon: Does. It means victory. The history of it was from the war of independence for
Bangladesh. The .~eedom fighters were saying "Joi Bangla"- "Victory to Bangladesh". So for
reasons of broadening our horizons; we've just said "Victory."
Farook: Even in I~dia !t has ~ouble meaning: happiness and victorious. We wanted to appeal
to more people basically, not Just Bengalis.
.
,
Kin Ping: I thought it was really interesting how you included these equations in the CD
coyer, Friendship 1+1=3, Love 1+1=1. Whatts that all about?
Farook:It's[from Sir] RabinaranatflTagore.-tfe- won the nobelpeace prize; and-wrote the
Indian and Bengali national anthem which is appropriate for me and Haroon because our mother's indian and .our father's ~engali. It's a fusion within Asia itself for the Asians. Hopefully
[people~ are ~Otng to see [our album] for what it is: One and one is one, by the Joi boys, and it
should illuminate them or take them anywhere that they want to go if they want to go there.

Farook and Haroon are just as fun as their, music is. Joi will be back for a tour in the Slates
this spring. so be sure to check them out and as F'arook.aptlyput it. "Set yourselffree with the
spirit ofJo;!"
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Cher: Cher's Greatest Hits

.. .

by Jessica Rubenstein
Contributing Writer

Cruel Intentions Seduces Audiences to Perfection

Cher's Greatest Hits spans the time period from the
early 60's to the late 80's. This wonderful CD contains music,
not only of the R & B style,· but also those of rock and disco.
Throughout the CD, Cher belts out her songs with pride, power
and passion, sounding as if she is constantly fighting to prove
herself and at times she sounds as if she is triumphing. However,
there are some songs where- she sounds as if she IS repenting things that have gone wrong in her
love life and in the world. The songs themselves, compiled from Cher's long illustrious career
have similarities to the early 70's songs of GLORIA GAYNER and the 80's songs of the great
ELTON JOHN. In addition, one might compare the way she sings to the modem day, R & B
vocalist, TONI BRAXTON who also sings with her heart. This CD is full of music sung from the
heart and is full of passion, and is highly recommended for everyone. The vocals are great and
since it's a compilation of her works, it contains only her best music. In addition, the music
comes from different eras, ensuring that it has something to offer everyone. I particularly enjoyed
The Shoop' Shoop Song with it's Motown/doo wop feeling. For everyone who enjoys music, this
CD is a must.
'

By David Lo
Arts Editor

Kiro!? Legend.
Y3K
Chapter2 Part I
By: Kiro21@yahoo.com

~-

Geri Le:- This is GL reporting live from 23rd Street & Park
Avenue South! Just minutes ago. a CUNY school bus filled
. with CUNY students and plus that ever. so popular school
icon RENO. were hijacked and held hostage by a distraught
Baruch student. All weknow at the moment is that when
Reno was trying to disarm the bomb and save the lives of his
. fellow classmates (againl), but something went wrong. And
now the baffled CUNY police don't know where all the students and the bus have disappeared to. They just simply vanished into thin air!
As Reno slowly wakes up from his concussion, he finds
Norean on top of him. Then as she slowly wakes...
Reno: Was it good for *vou too? <SLAP.'> Ok, now I kno
dat I'm in hell now!
Rich: Oh gawd! We are really in hell! Not an eternity-with Reno!"! < SOB!>
Reno:
- Yeah and there's no Zima around here for vou to drink!
Rich: <SOB!> He's rizht! Oh zawd he's actuallv right! <" SOB!-~ No Zirna! How will I get
..
drunk now and forget all of my problems? <SOBI--'"
Robyn: So if we're not dead then where are we?
GK: That's simple: during the point of perpetual imminent explosion. we hit a ripple of a transwarp worm hole and we jumped the space/time continuum and ...
Reno:
- What de hell!!! You've been hanging out with James again haven't u!
Everyone: In English, GK!
GK: Well, we just jumped thru time and were in the future.
Ananstaia: Hey, how did you know all that stufTGK?
GK: I watch alot of Star-Trek...
Ainka: Hey what happened to Julian and Reginald? ..
As the OSL cre.i.-' venture out into the ruins of where it once
was a busy city, all theyfind are crumpled buildings and
barren lands asfar as the e):e can see. Then theyfind the
ancient ruins ofthe 360 PAS' bldg.
Sourav: On--man~TT6\\"'\\llrwt?geCpaTOnO\\:! There's no
building!
Butjust us Somsiri trips on'!" u large tube. (1 hol o-glvphic
image appears from (he canister
Aleman of Carl: I am the Aleman of Carl. If;. ou are seeing
this now. one of;. our bio-signaturc-, have triggered this prerecorded message. In the late 20th century. a group of students \ anishcd from the face of this \\ arid. And as Y2K hit
the beginnings of the 21st Century. w ar-: were waged. billions had perished. Those who did sun iv e. had become constructs of a viral computer virusY2K. All of our scientists were bioengineered into these mindless constructs. they predicted
that those missing students had entered into a worm hole and were propelled into the future.
Enclosed with this time capsule an: artificial forms of PO\\ er rings designed to suit the biological
structure of each student. May these rings of power help sav c our past and restore life upon this
world. You are our last hope to set things right. \'1a) the force he with you all. ..
As the grim OSL students each placed their rings on. a sense ofgreat saddness befelled them
Rut then all of the sudden there were sounds of bombings from around the corner.'
Fhf!11 appeared the most greatest threat ofthem all. .. .·1 mechanical contruct composed of rott en
remains or what once was considered to he human.
Y3K: Cease and stop where you arc standing! Escape is futile!
Then all of the sudden they are surround 6,1: the 'cyborgs which nm\ r!.l!e Dead Earth Prune.
Jomo: Ok. great. Reno. h o« do \\ c get out of
this one'!
Reno: \\'e fight'
Somsiri: \\hat arc ;. ou nuts'." It's u- \ s those tin
cans!
Just then (/ robo-beastjunips on to!) ofher. and
-Somsiri turns around and lets out a sonic scream
that shatters him into dust'
Reno:" \\:0\\ ! SOIl1 U' \ c got de rO\\ cr o r had
~
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breath: Cool! [()! I
Rich: Why dont y ou do sorneth ing Reno?'
Janka: Rich! Look out behind you! (Janka lets

.

'-

out an light Mast oJforce from her hands while
Rich Shrinks down to the si:e of -I inches tall')
Norean: RICH!
t Then the impossible happened as the robot :'1 foot
H'as lilted up by some strange force.' As they
looked carefullv. they saw a small Rich pick up
the droid by the foot andfling him miles awayl) Then another droid tried to grab Ainka but she
just turned into a gas and disappeared.
But Jomo is not so lucky as they shot him full.fron[al, hut all his skin did was just stretch and the
bullets just fell to the ground. But as the small droids hit Sourav he began to multiply himself
at a numerous rate! As GK got use to his super speed, he created a tornado wind to take out the
rest ofthe droids while Robyn used his ice Mast to free::e them.
Veronna: Yeah. take that you punks!
Reno: Veronna , you and Karlo just hide behind a car while we did all the work.
Karlo: Now you know why you guys are the aides~ Hey do;. ou kno\\ if the) still have a Daily
Newz stand around here?
Just then, a broken droid picks up his fire arm and}ires.' Reno rt~,<ht dead io the back.' But jus as
they were going to help him. reinforcements sho....:ed up.'
Anastaisa: (Opens a shadow portal) This way! Quickly~
. :4.'1 they all vanish into a shadow portal. on(v Reno is leji hehind to face an unknown enemy. ....
.Ii

...to..b... continued...same kiro time..same kiro channel....mme kiro network... blah.. blah..blah...

Let's see ... how realistic is an entire movie which evolves around snotty teenagers
who obsess over sex 2417? Hmm, actually it doesn't sound too far off. But in a upper class
society in New York City! Oh no, right in our backyard! Yes, that's right! Take a few years
off the characters from Melrose' Place and that's what you have in Cruel Intentions. Of
course, this is without all of the laughable violence.
The focal point of the film is an enticing bet that involves two Step siblings, Kathryn
(played by SARAH MICHELLE GELLAR)and Sebastian (RYAN PHILLIPPE). To win, he must
seduce and devirginizie Annette (REESE JfITHERSPOON). If he succeeds, Kathryn promises
him the greatest night of his life. And if he fails? Kathryn gets his 1956 Jaguar.
This is the major plotline in the movie, but there are
others. This isn't just any bet. There is some complexity
behind this shameless attempt by Kathryn to ruin Annette's
life. Kathryn was dumped for Cecile (SELMA BLAIR) and
must do anything to embarrass her. Not knowing any better,
Cecile listens to Kathryn's advice to sleep with as many
men as possible. 'This happens after Kathryn tells Cecile's
mother of an affair Cecile had with her music teacher, Eric
(GREG MCCONNELL).
Kathryn's delicious appetite for men begins by courting Eric to make Sebastian jealous. It's just another conquest
for her. but a fueling device for him to hurry up and get his
mission over with. Sebastian and Annette are soon in each
other's lives faster than you can say. "Hi, can I buy you a
drink?" Chemistry wise, Sebastian and Annette are in paradise. We see how the relationship evolves-arid Sebastian
passes up a chance to just end the bet and sleep with her
because he starts falling in love. Sebastian is stupid for
telling Kathryn about his unsurmountable affection for
Annette. That's when everything falls apart.
SARAH MICHELLE GELLAR 's role as Kathryn is
a far cry from Buffy The Vampire Slayer. It's on the far
side of the spectrum from her previous role but she is
extremely effective as the dangerous liason. She's the girl
that every guy wants but cannot have. RY4N PHILLIPPE S performance as the spoiled rich
boy from the Upper. West Side is marvelous. WITHERSPOO,\",hitsJ.he.innocent girl role on the
button. JOSHL'A JACKSO.\"s Blaine character is a pleasant surprise as Dawson's. Creek fans
will find him to be very different in this role.
Hew could director/writer. Roger humble ruin a perfectly .and well-actedmovie b) .
punishing audiences with such an excruciating painful ending? Despite this. Cruel .
Intentions is the perfect date movie and will seduce audiences tha same way that S~bastran
lured Annette.

Dave Davis: Unfinished Business
by Guy M. Lyons .
Contributing Writer
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Does anyone out there know who THE KINKS are? Ok, they sing that old song that
goes "girl, you really got me now." Well, THE KINK$ are one of the greatest rock and roll
bands of all time, and "You Really Got Me " is one of the greatest rock and ron songs of all
time. DAVE DA VIES is one half of the brother duo (RA Y DA VIES being the other half) that has
formed the creative nucleus of THE KINKS since their inception in 1963. This CD is a compilation of tracks that are
either written by or feature the performance of DA VE, THE
KINKS lead guitarist from day one, who also just happens to
be one of the greatest rock guitarists of all time.
The first part of the disk takes us back to THE
KINKS' garage punk roots. The power chord masterpiece
YOU'REALLY GOT ME, and the wild feedback guitar
rave up, MILK COW BLUES, might leave you asking.
"The Velvet.•. who?" Take notes, altema-rockers. Read the
excerpt from DAVE's autobiography, Kink, included in the
liner notes, he describes how he "discovered how to make
(his) guitar scream," back in
1963.

,.

INTRODUCTION:
As twilight creeps upon a hectic world. three ofits denizens begin to prepare for the hours of
darkness. Dean Aaron lies upon the floor, hunched over a coloring book. His fat crayola crayon never strays beyond the boundaries ofthe picture's lines. Carl Aylman is busy destroying a
complex duplo-block structure with an oversized Kermit the frog doll. David Blanks blankly
stares at the television screen as yet another episode of "Barney" tortures his mental capacity.
He picks up the remote control and clicks the program off.
CARL: Hey, I watching that!
DAVID: Well, it's time for bed now.
RON: (whining) I thought we was gonna wash da wug wats movie!
DAVID: I told you earlier that you had a choice. Rugrats or Barney. You chose Barney.
(Ron makes a sad-puppy-dogface and tears up) Stop that, Must we go through the same thing
every night? Go put your jammies on! (Carl races- into another room, Ron. whimpering. follows slowly behind him. Moments later both Carl and Ron are suited up in their one-piece
Carters. Carl Fastens the hatch on the backside of Ron's onezie and then sits down and wiggles his toes inside ofhis footsies. David enters the room. )
DAVID: Good night. boys.
.CARL: Can you read us a story, PLEEZ? PLEEEZ? PLEEEEEEEZ?
DAVID: Okay! Okay! (He selects a book and thumbs through it) How about part two of "The
Legacy?'" - -~-, .--

-

CARL: Ronnie has nightmares when you read the scary ones.
RON: DO NOT!
CARL: DO TOO!
RON: DONaT!
CARL: YES YOU DO, YA CRYBABY!
DAVID: Boys, that's enough.
RON: I'm not scared. I want to hear "The Legacy."
CARL: Me too.
DAVID: Okay, boys. Here we go ...

------.:.j~~:J_n(lQ\r-es_aloog- -----t:-c=-,...,

chronologically, with
CLIMB YOUR WALL and
~OOlL.ll)Q~l:..¥1'UllW.~
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NAME; both fine songs;
from the early 70~s. If you like music from this period, like
ROD STEWART's MAGGIE MAE, you'll dig this stuff. The
live version of ALL DAY AND ALL OF THE NIGHT, gives
you a taste of what THE KINKS 'big power chord rock really
sounds like. This sound has been a staple of their concerts ever
since. In hearinf this; I was transported, back to my own live
KINKS experiences
a young teenager. I remember wandering
through the grounds of The Saratoga Performing Arts Center,
seeing smoking bowls (small pipes made of wood, glass, or
metal-blunts hadn't been invented yet), and listening to DAVE
DA VIES wail on the guitar, like Rock Gods do,
The real gems of this collection come at the end, with new recordings of some of
DAVE's most classic songs, such as DEATH OF A CLOWN and the stirring STRANGERS (a
song which has always brought me to tears). This disk was created primarily for KINKS fans,
but if you like rock music and you aren't one. maybe you should think about becoming one.
You just might find it an enriching experience.
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A girl with telekinetic powers wastes her psychic ability by
using it to destroy the school's snobbish in-crowd. Wait a minute-

that's not such a waste after all. now is it'? The Rage: Carrie 2 is an
extension of the classic Stephen King horror. Carrie. Rachel Lang
(played by £.\fIL}" BERGL) happens to be the outsider in this film
that revisits the trials and tribulations of adolescence with a paranormal t\\ ist. This time. Carrie Whites sister is stronger but is again
betray cd and tricked tl\ her peers. E \ cr wondered \\ hat a scorned
woman \\ ith telekinetic
crs is capable of?
wen. I never did, 'Ihe

PO\\

Prodigy: The Dirtchamber.Sessions Volume I

vivid imagery of this
graphic film was enjoyable but the overall product wasdrsappoinrtrrg:
The direction was .rather choppy and hardly
took any time to build suspense. focusing a little too
much on the in-your-face visuals instead of really
drawing the audience into the movie. The Rage has some mind-numbing. angst-filled, & mildly gory moments. The acting done by this relatively green cast is worth watching. Led by cutie.
J.-1S0\' LO.\'DO.""', and El'vfILY BERGL. it also includes tv veterans, Z-lCHERY TY BRr,·!.,Vand
R.·1CHFL BLA.\'CHERD. As ZACHERY puts it, "This is a disturbing movie:' Oh. yeah.

by Jon Minners
News Editor

Days of Heaven

Mortal Kombat introduced me to what good techno music should sound like, Then,
when listening to the SPawn CD, I was introduced to PRODIGY, a group that mixes techno beats
with alternative rock lyrics. I couldn't get the lyrics. "Taste the back of my crystal fist," out of
.my head. After that song, I decided to borrow the PRODIGY CD from a friend. There's nothing like the. song FIRESTARTER. PSYCHOSOMATIC w~ crazy and fille~ with some of the
phattest ~. I've heard in a long time. So, when I listened to Prodigy Present The
Dirtchamber-Sessions Volume One, I was slightly disappointed.
This albumjust wasn't the same. No songs like SMACK MY BITCH UP, although it
is mentioned a few times. I was mad at-fi~ until I listened on. There were a few mad phat beats
that actually woke me up while I was on the train. I'm definitely using this CD when I go to workout at the gym. The Dirtcham bel" Sessions has a compilation of songs using excerpts from such
groups as the CHEMICAL BROTHERS, JANES ADDICTION, THE BEASTIE BOYS, FAT BOY
SLIM, & even PUBLIC ENEMY. This CD even contains excerpts of songs from BARRY.WHITE.
GRANDMASTER FLASH. & DIG/TAL UNDERGROUND'S HUMPTY DA~CE.
.'
The flow from one song to the next was great I ~ constantly being entertained and
EPILOGUE:
enjoyed it even'though it was not whatI'm used to hearing from..P.rodigy...Jt'5...greal.to_hear alter:~ __. -1 embraced life and then we cried together.
native rock-and .rap mixed with some.crazy techno beats. _Thi~_CP i~ <!tfferen t ,~ a'. change -of
pace from what I usually like. Change is good and so is Tbe Dirtchamber Sessions.

by Jessica Rubenstein
Contribunng ~'Vnter
Days of Heaven is a brilliant film about two farm
workers named Bill (played by RICHARD GER.£) and Abby
(BROOKE ADAMS) who are entwined in a tragic, clandestine love triangle, involving their boss. an '"ill farmer" (S.cI M
SHEPARD). AsAbby works on the farm with Bill. the fanner
faits in-love with her and marries her. Little do they know
that she will be tangled between these two men who will fight endlessly for heriove (as Bill professes in his secret affairs with her). Not only is her marriage jeopardized but the tragic possibility of violence and death also occurs in this film. Days of Heaven has great footage of the
farm fields in which they worked and also surprises the viewers with some entertainment and a
few laughs. Both RICHARD GERE and BROOKE ADAMS have great chara<:ter roles and give
great performances: I recommend this film to everyone as it is interesting to see how love that
is complex can get out of hand~nd cause problems. It is great to watch. easy to foilow. and is a
movie that will not be easily forgetten.
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D a·t e s
by tony chen
Contributing Writer

myles berkowitz studied marketing at the very prestigious Wharton School of
Business of the University of Pennsylvania. why he decided to use his ivyeducated talents toward film-making is anyone's guess. but if his feature
film debut, 20 Dates. is any indication of his creative ingenuity: he made
the right choice. 20 Dates chronicles the real-life story of my les and his
quest to find true love. essentially a love connection filmed a-la cops
.style, the camera crew follows him candidly as he went on. what else.
20 dates. certainly a film pulsating with originality against the everdecreasing Pool of hollywood talent. it tries to capture the exact moment
when a person falls in love on camera. the concept works to a certain
extent. then the film begins to trail otT. throughout some of the scenes. it
was barely noticeable. but you could almost tell that it was rehearsed. it is
a very insightful film nonetheless. rarely are we granted the opportunity to
peer into someone elses life as they are living ittexcept maybe for MTV's real
world). watching myles venture through the taxing consequences of 'real' emotions helps us
understand ourselves a little better. most of us could and do end up relating to myles as he go
from date to date to date. a good reason to watch this film is to take lessons in WHAT NOT TO
DO on a
first date but a surprising twist developes when m! les met elisabeth. one of his twenty dates.
they actually fall in love! that became a conflict because she wasn't the twentieth date. now
tn) Ies is faced with the dilemma of stopping production and face the wrath of his producer to
pursue this romance or continue on with the dates to finish the mov ie. they didn't really capture
that exact moment they were shooting for or rna) be i missed it. but hot diggidy, i think he's discovered a ingenious way to meet women. tell them you're shooting a film about dating and ask
if they would like to be in it. the only question is, how did he convince t,\ e"-!)- women to go out
,\ ith him? oh. by the way. he's engaged to elisabeth as of now.

.

The Unbelievable Truth: Almost Here
by tony chen
( ontributing Writer
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everything from 70's funk, to 80's new age, and finally to more modern
types of electronic dance music, BOth KRUDER arid DORFMIFSrER
created a good party vibe, and had tremendous party energy. This had
a definite positive effect on the crowd. Their performance was unlike
anything I had seen before in both it's originality and in it's variety
musicalselection. ~o!h men were very 'talented and seemed to work
perfectly together. While the concert seemed to have a more -mature yuppie crowd, KRUDER and DORFMIESTER look like they could please any lover of electronic dance music, as long as the person brings with them. an open mind to their show. By the end
of the show it had become too overcrowded, but luckily no fights broke out.
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take me a" n ur arms
Feeling safe from harms

U
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by Kit Cannon
Contributing Writer

my head upon ur chest
Knowing it was right to corne out west
pu~

I

J

...

As u lean forward to rest ur chin on my crown
I reach up and put my arms around
Ur neck to hold u close 'to me

"

A I ittle known secret kept away from
the limelight of the mainstream purely for reasond of non-commercialism. THE SAlvlPLES•
have been a mainstay to the alternative music
sub-culture for quite a while. They are on the
same parallel as SONIC YOUTH and PRIMUS,
commanding a smaller than mainstream trickling of fans and the respect and admiration of
their peers. Their music is very melJow and surreal. drawing more upon the lyrics and vocals
then the swaying. tranquil rhythms. In concert, they have a truly commanding on-stage presence. Only a fraction of the energy generated in a live performance is translated over into their
taped albums. Some bands can only make a good impression in their recorded work, and only
after many studio hours of recording. Unlike those bands. the Samples. put on an extraordinary
show without the aid of many high-tech gizmos or virtual light
shows to enthrall the audience. The only added feature was a
video collage which quietly played continuous footage of home
movies slashed with real movie & concert footage in the background. It was a nice touch which kept the audience curiously
amused. The crowd I ip-synced along as they began to churn out
a few vintage tunes. Although the occasional euphoric fan
erupted in a rnust-mosh fit. the crowd was very amicable &
mindful of the bodysurfers. THE SA,MPLES put on an impressive and memorable performance. leaving the audience charged
with frenzied kinetic energy and a general longing for more.

Never letting u go and leaving me
We stand there just holding each other
Just wanting to be together
U
U
I

TAUREAN GODDESS

look down into my eyes

see the sorrow in me and cries

lift a finger to wipe the tear from ur eye
Comforting u and telling u not to cry
For my sorrow is from
U not being there with me

Talent does run in the family. A.VDr rORKE. lead singer of THE L ·.,\BELlEJ :4BLE
TRl TH happens to be the brother of RADIOHEAD 'S lead singer THO.\f rORKE. Not to be
shadowed by his critically acclaimed brother. AVD}" holds his own quite well with tHE L':\'BELIEI ~4BLE TRl 'TH, The trio from England can be best described as a British pop band on soft
rock terms ,\ ho have produced a inventive album. Not ground breaking by any means, Almost
Here has catchy tracks like FINEST LITTLE SPACE AND STONE & will. at best give you a
near hour of unadulterated tunes teetering on the edge of vapid oblivion. It feels as if ANDY is
straining hard to convey _ a sense of "blank" through his I) rics & that it may not be right for the
restless. energetic listeners out there. Guess that's "h: they're a British pop band on soft-rock
tenns. Soft rock
yeah. right. Get this if :ou're into pop/soft rock (mostly soft rock) but if
) ou"re not. get rtanyway as a sleep mducmg agent. It works.
U~ ~ ----------t.4¥$~_=:.=::.:-_-

But now that I have come
To be beside u
It has driven away the blues.

-SilverRav
(SilverRav9yahoo.com)
know you would kill to have me
but it just doesn't work that way
o
you gotta want it more than you want your own
i

MILE S HIGH TOURKRUDER & DORFMEISTER

life

I am a sorority girl who has a problem with ~y current
boyfriendts), They want me to perform anal sex, and when I do it
hurts like hell! Please, I need some advice on how to perform this
right.

i w~t you to sweat this hon~
the way you would if you wanted to make me

..

--

The MILES AHEAD TOUR was a
sold out performance. The crowd really seemed
.to be into the Drs and the people were very
knowledgeable of the performers. It was a pretty mature crowd. the average age of the people
there ranged from 22 to about 35. The crowd
seemed very open minded and friendly. lending
to the atmosphere of ,a vt:ry relaxing party.
~TIiehrst perlormer.- DJ HERBALfZ.
ER. played mostly hip hop break-beats. and a
.little bit of both "old school" and "new school"
hip hop. He demonstrated decent scratching
ability and some minute battle skills. but not
much more than your average college radio OJ.
He had a bad habit of using the same sample for
all his scratches. which was fine at first. but got
to be way too repetitive after a while. His mixing skills throughout his performance were decent. but nothing special.
A little into his set, he began to playa bit of some old 60's and 70's classics, like JAMES BROWN. His set was decent, but with all the talent out
in the world, how did he manage to get booked for a tour backed by such
big corporations? They could have done a Jot better. No offense to the
guy. but by midnight, I was yawning. Then again. most people there
seemed to dig the stuff he was doing. so I guess he did his job. Besides.
_"
the songs he played were pretty nice.
After DJ HERBALIZER. KRUDER and DORFMIESTEfC '
carne on. KRUDER is an Austrian MC who sings reggae. which is-J'ret-'·ty impressive. DORFMIESTER. is an Austrian OJ who spins a variety of
hip hop, trip hop. trance. house. and techno breaks with just a tiny splash of drum and bass. Very
interesting. and I have never seen anything quite as original. The MC. was very well rehearsed
and his rhymes seemed to flow naturally. The OJ, had demonstrated some skills at scratching, and
his beat mixing was very well done and very tight. The OJ also made good use of his equalizer
and was very adept at creating an "echoish" sound. There was a nice laser light show going on
during the performance, which definitely influenced the good vibe KRUDER and DORFMIESTER
had created. The tour also had use of holograms on stage which only added to the fun of the concert. By the end of the concert, KRUDER and DORFMIESTER had sung and spun just about

you~

wife
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by Craig Murren
Contributing Writer

Regrets

KiRoTalk: Another soriety problem?' This sounds like a tight problem (no pun intended!). Instead of your bf(s) performing with the
man on top, try the woman superior. The trick to this postion is that
the.woman faces the man's feet and slowly backs herself in! Don't
forget the lube! KY or Vaseline is OK. but I would recommend AstroGlide. but it's more expensive. Please use protection! Remember
SAFE SEX IS BETTER THAN NO SEX!

dinner,

I thought we had finally reached the end

fly gear, tickets to a great live show
-

by any means

The stage where we both feel content

-

necess~

The

bend over backwards only to have me say no
pearl?

··WET·. It's water-based and VERY nice. TQ tell you the truth,
girlfriend, unless you're gay, you don't need to have anal sex. You
--already have two other holes he can use, he doesn't need a third I
say, tum the tables on him ...ask him for anal sex and stick a carrot in his butt.

i can't believe this

__

10Q~ _a.~ YQU _

t!ying__~<?~__I2~s~_ up on__this _ f_l--=..Y_-=-many have tried but few were chosen to possess

KimTalk: If it hurts you. why do it? I am adamantly opposed to anal sex. That's all I have to
say. Buy a dildo and shove it up his ass, if he likes the back route so much.

this power to move mountains
how foolish of you to assume i'd settle for
less

HAVE A QUESTION?
LET GIRL TALKIBOY TALK HELPCYBERSUBMISSIONS@HOTMAIL.COM

i want it all baby, make no mistake it will
eventually be mine
the money, the power, the respect
and i don't need no man telling me when it's my
time to shine
mr. right will be by my side only if this
thing remains true'
. .
,

i don't care who you are ·or what-you claim to

1

do
the only way to get with this bomb ass #@!% is
if i want you too

-x.isb.a II.

the past

A sense of closure that one hopes will last

is that your best trying to Lmpress this black

Sexy Boy Sy: No Kiro!! Use this new lube that's out called

feel~ng-where-you accept

But I guess I was wrong to think that way
I hear from you, a voice from my distant past
A sound from a ~~ce lived but now is gone
An

experience I won't forget but have accepted
its loss

What happened to dignity, to respect?
To keeping your word and your decision?
You chose to foll~w this path, you shut the door
Survive the consequences, now don't show you're
sore
Let go of all regrets, of all remorse
YoU say you've made the biggest mistake
Swearing the decision you made was so wrong
How will you know if you don' t

live and move on?
,!f'

-Sara Garibaldi
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